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Hatch Act, 1887
"It shall be the object . . . of the State
agricultural experiment stations . . . to
conduct . . . experiments . . . contributing to
the establishment and maintenance of a
permanent and effective agricultural
industry . . . including researches basic to
the problems of agriculture in its broadest
aspects, and such investigations as have for
their purpose the development and
improvement of the rural home and rural
4fe and the maximum contribution by
agriculture to the welfare of the consumer,
having due regard to the . . . needs of the
respective States" (PI24-352 69 Stat 671
USC 631 et seq.).

When the Hatch act was passed by Congress in
1887, rural America was dominated by agriculture.
Nearly all rural jobs were in farming or farm related
businesses. Almost everyone living in the country-
side had a hand in farming. You might say America
started as a nation of farmers and small towns.

Over the years we constructed a romantic image
of farming and country living. Rural people were just
plain, old-fashioned, honest folk working the land
good people you could count on to solve any
problem. The countryside was a geen and pleasant
land with lots of sunshine, crisp clean air, and
bubbling brooks. It was a place nearly every city
dweller would have preferred to live, given a choice.
Many of us still dream of living in a small town.

But rural America has changed. Small towns are
not what they used to be. It doesn't matter whether
we use our dreams or historical fact as the bench-
mark. They are no longer primarily covered by
farms, but most rural people earn a living in services
or manufacturing. Two-thirds of farm family
earnings come from their income off the farm.

Small towns and their industries are not isolated
any more. National and world events affect what
goes on along Main Street, at the school, down at the
Couthouse, and on the farm. The value of the dollar
in world currency mvrkets, the national trele deficit,
or the prime rate charged by the Federal Reserve are
as likely to be the topic of conversation in small
town cafes as Friday night's high school football
score.

Most small towns and rural areas are not
gowing and many are declining. There are fewer
jobs and many of them are only part-time or tem-
porary. Unemployment is high, higher than in the
cities. Incomes are lower in rural America, with
poverty more common than in the central core of
large urban areas. And the situation appears to be
getting worse.

From 1945 to 1970 rural America saw a major
decline in jobs and people. Over 5 million people left
their farms and moved to the cities in search of work.
The 1970s brought a turnaround. Growth and revi-
talization of rural communities and economies led to
a general optimism about the future of rural Amer-
ica. Communities experienced population gowth
where decline had been the trend. Manufacturing
employment and service sector growth more than
offset ti .ontinued decline in agricultural employ-
ment. There was talk of a "rural renaissance."



The experiences of the 1930s have brought a
return of more pessimistic views. Downturns in many
of the industries important to rural economies have
resulted in near double-digit unemployment, a rise in
business failures, fiscal crises in local governments,
declining public services, and a renewal of the long-
term trend of net outmigration and population de-
clines. The turnaround appears to have turned around
again.

To meet these needs of rural America, the State
Agricultural Experiment Stations are changing as
well. Their research programs are being modified to
keep pace with the needs of a changing rural Amer-
ica. Our century old mandate from Congress is "the
development and improvement of the rural home and
rural life and the maximum contribution of agricul-
ture to the welfare of the consumer." That purpose
has not changed. But the research requirements for
reaching the goal are becoming more diverse. As
rural America has opened its country roads and small
towns to nonfarm people and industries, experiment
sta:ions have undertaken the sociological and
economic research needed by the respective states.

Many of the problems facing rural Americans
and small towns are "people problems." The farm
crisis of recent memory was a fiscal crisis, not an ag-
ricultural productivity problem. It was a social stress
crisis as families faced the loss of their farms,
livelihood, social standing in the community, and
sense of personal worth. Social science research
provided the basis for programs to ease the pain and
lighten the burden of adjustment.

Rural America faces a serious economic prob-
lem. As old jobs are lost, new jobs must be created or
a'aracted from elsewhere. Knowing what is required,
where to start, and how to proceed are vital pieces of
knowledge. Social science research provides the
understanding of economics, local leadership, and
community organization that is required.

In 1985 the experiment station c irectors decided
it was time to launch a major effort to address the
"people problems" of rural America. Through the Ex-
periment Station Committee on Organization and
Policy (ESCOP), a Task Force was created to deter-
mine what research was needed how much it
would cost. With Agriculture and Aural Viability in
hand, the experiment station directors Tequested
$10 minion of additional funds for the FY-1989
federal budget to initiate the neeeded research
program. Their first request was unsuccessful, but has
been renewed for the FY-1990 and FY-1991 budgets.

State Agricultural Experiment Stations are
funding social science research to serve rural Amer-
ica, even without additional federal funds. The
research needs are as diverse as they are serious.
Working with limited resources, social scientisrc are
carrying on pfograms of research which serve a broad
spectrum of rural people and rural places.

This publication provides ar verview of some of
the recent research of social scientists in experiment
stations. The examples highlight their contributions to
problem solving in business and industry, farming,
communities, government, education, and families.
The stories told here are only a few among many, but
they convey the importance of social science research
in our efforts to serve rural America.

Our target is a viable strong rural America in
the 21st Century. Social science research investments
today can make a difference tomorrow.

James J. Zuiches, Director
Agricultural Research Center
Washington State University
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. . . a farmer can take ,an existing operagon
we think is going to happen, determine:iv iitiiie.cone*.lwet
worth is going to be."

For 22 years John and Rachel had worked side
by side making a living for themselves and their
family by farming the land.

But it was the fall of 1984 and things were dif-
ferent now. John and Rachel understood the ups and
downs of fanning and they'd been successful. But
some wrong decisions a few years ago had slowly
eroded their financial stability.

Looking back, they shouldn't have bought that
second farm, not with land prices that high. They
shouldn't have added on to the herd either, but they
needed the cash flow. Now there was too much work
and still not enough income. After putting years of
their lives into farming, John and Rachel didn't know
where to turn.

Should they keep trying to turn their operation
around, even though it meant going deeper into debt
and possibly losing the farm anyway? Or should they
sell out now?

Although John and Rachel are fictional charac-
ters, their problems were all too real to many farm
families caught in the farm crisis of the 1980s.

Losing their farm, and along with it their home
and way of life, seemed devastating enough. But per-
haps even worse was not knowing whether to stay in
farming or sell out. What would the future hold?

Luckily, for some farmers there were answers.
Agricultural economist David Lins and his colleagues
at the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station devel-
oped a model for long-range financial planning.

Called the Transition Programming M,,del, it's
basically a budgeting plan. Farmers can identify
particular commodities pertinent to their operation
and then put in cost of production and price estimates
for products sold. Based upon these -ojections, the
model generates a four-year analysg. ith a balance
sheet for each year, including an income statement
and cash flow summary.

What did this model mean to the many farmers
facing hard choices during the farm crisis? Although
no crystal ball, the model did predict a four-year
outlook for their farm, helping them to make the
decision of whether to stay in farming.

While useful in forecasting, the model could not
alter &mations; and for some farmers its greatest use
was in assisting them and their attorneys in preparing
Chapter 12 bankruptcy plans. But even for these
farmers, the model served an important purpose in
the decision making process necessary for them to
put their lives back on course.

During the farm crisis the state of Illinois devel-
oped a loan guarantee program to help farmers deal

5

with their,financial Stress. Originally, the program
was set Up to firOVideaid for all'of the *statetsfanners.
But by uSing.the tong-range Model, the state Was able

to target faniteri Who would behefifinost
program, saving perhaps millions of dollars in the
process.

"Basically, the state was lookiitg for-a way-to set
upper and lower limits so they could determineWhich
farmers didn'A neaci the help and also ;Whichfarnidis
were already so financially statssed'theY were lieybrid
the kind oflielp thisTrOgram would-provide," Lins
expiaina. "We were able to Use theinodel.in working
with thelllinois Farm Development Authority to
develop these guidelines."

In addition, the Model has playedl keytple in
illustrating hoV(fideratpublic pblic;es could influ-
ence the financial statu-sOf fanning oPeritiOns.

One federal propoial for rediictien of priee stip-
ports would lower the target price forcodraMati-
cally. "All we had to do was run the -Med-el:with the
current target price and then the IoWer suggesfed
level to show income and net worth over the next'
four years," says Lins. "From this itiforthatión, we
were able to prepare reports used by,grbuPs Stich as
the National Corn Growers to iliustrateaffeets of
such proposed policy."

During the farm crisis, the model helped a
number of farmers make very tough decisions. Some
of them decided to leave farming. Today the model is
used more often to help farmers understand their
expansion potential.

"That means a fanner can take an existing opera-
tion and, given what we think is going to itappen, de-
termine what income and net worth is going to be,"
says Lins. "The model can compare a prOposed
expansien to the existing operation."

The model is also useful for farmers considering
a cutback in part of their operation. The analysis will
give them an idea of how such a change will affect
their income.

Lins is quick to point out that while this model is
widely used in Illinois, other states have developed
similar models. "It's not the particular model per se
that has made such a difference, it's the information
provided. r-e value in such an analysis is that it takes
the fanner ..:eyond the immediate situation."

Regardless of how the questions are asked, the
model can provide some important answers to
farmers. Although they cannot control their futures,
farmers can use the model to gain neW insight in
making decisions for controlling how the future will
affect their farms. Lori Schieldt

1 0
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tt everybody comes Out ahe emand mercfiatIts
make money, onsiimers getfteshprodue, and eileryone feels
good about goikg downtown.again."

An empty parking lot beneath a highway
overpass. An abandoned row of shuttered buildings
near theSalvation Army. A lonely tiark on the city's
edge. These uninviting-venues share more than
proximity to the centers of three Califomia towns.
They each possess incomnion an alterego that
appears twice a week, transforming these dreary spots
into bustling, cheerful hubs of commerce. The
common bond? Farmers' markets.

On Wednesdays and Saturdays in the above
locations in Stockton, Tracy, and Davis, respectively,
you can find dozens of farmers and hundreds,
sometimes thousands, of customers ..:achanging cash
for crops amid a near carnival atmosphere.

"It's an event, no doubt about it. In Davis, it's
the place to be Saturday mornings," says Jason
Tyburczy, who should know. He spent many a Satur-
day morning interviewing farmers, customers, and
nearby mechants at each of these markets in the
sumnier of.1981, recording the markets' economic
and social influence. According to the results, just
about everyone came out a winner.

arnters' markets helped revitalize these
downtoWnS," says Tyburczy, a former research
assistant 'at the Center for Consumer Research (CCR)
at the California Agricultural Experiment Station at
Davis. "Some, downtown areas were losing customers
to shopping malls outside of town. Farmers' markets,
placed in vacant areas near the city centers
life back into economically depressed are', The
markets attract people that wouldn't nor :tally be
there; people who spend money not just at the
market, but also at nearby restaurants and shops."

That summer, Tyburczy, working with CCR
director Robert Sommer, systematically documented
effects of farmers' markets on the downtown econ-
omy by interviewing city officials, merchants,
farmers, awl customers.

"We surveyed people to see how much they
spent at the markets, how far they traveled; and what
else they did while downtown," says Tyburczy. "We
found that in Tracy two-thirds of the estimated 800
shoppers said they would not have come downtown if
not for the market. And half of them said they
expected to spend an average of $26 at places other
than the farmers' market. That's not an earth-
shattering amo mt of money, but it's a lot more than
wouldfi'vc bcm spent otherwise.

For farmeks, these city markets at first offered
another place to unload extra peaches, plums, or
persimmons. But over the years, the markets became
.staples rather than stand-bys.

7 .

Star, ,teribut selling at theSaturday morning
market:inStoclOod in 1979 when it first opened,"
says'MISIBilligteier,.PieSident'of the Striekton
cOifie4fai**moiserAssociation. "Then we
expandeelcitli-eNednesday.inarket;.andnOW We'le

re.81.4q 41:q10 OiPed..9*.lets' inraiice0 e#.0,i4eelc
Tr'ettYsonn,. we itirt14,expanding, tiTe tYpei of

cominOdities We kieir to iuit our ChstoMers," adds
fitnis the 2507acreli -Oda

Raricr in Lindrin,:aiogwo ner.hUsbandlarry.
"They itl.#0 'Want Ao 1MOW hoW fresh OM-- OrOduce
is, whattYpekof Chernic,a1S-Wense; hoWisocin the
next croli Of oiOrio. *,p,loeirythings,likethat. We
like the 41000 te-talk-agaeA:direetly with our
customerS 'They're WhatteePi is.geing

"Manytonstunerssorefer.buying,produce from
the fanitersyMarkeikbeeitiSt it tatteihetter,eVen
though.thelirices_arenearlY the iturte, adds Greg
Lawley; dire-et,iiiaricetingSpecialiSt With the.Califor-
nia Detiarthient Of FOOd:atid Agrieulture.- "Stipermar-
ket preduce ofteifiS-piCked;early,*16Ving it to ripen
en ronteto ittvinarket,-whichaffects"theflavor. But
at the farmers! market, YOU'retettingProdUce
harvested a day or day and a half agd by the farmer
that grewit."

As the demand for fresh produce increased, so
did the farmers' markets. Lawley says there, were
about 30 a decade ago. Today there are about 200,
growing at a rate of about 10 more each year.

Though at first farmers' niarkets offered lower
prices to consumers, they eventually equalled
middleman prices: This did little to deter shoppers,
who still seemed to prefer buying produce fresh from
the producer hi the flesh than from the store.

"The social contact aspect-was a lage factor in
people's decision to visit the markets," says
Tyburczy. "Nearly everyone commented that it's
enjoyable and lively. In one survey, we found for
every one interpersonalcontact in a supermarket,
there were three at th! farmers' market.

"These were not nice parts of town, not places
you generally woald want to go," says Tyburczy.
"But the markets changed the public perception of
these gloomy areas into festive, pleasant places. And,

on top of that, everybody comes mit ahead. Farmers
and merchants make money, consumers get fresh
produce, and everyone feels good about going
downtown again."

He adus that the only cost was for insurance, for
which each city was more than willing to pick up the
tab. Small price for turning urban blight into urban

blithe. Marc Kennedy
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Logo promotes
sales of farm
produce

Over the years, East Tennessee
farmers have become successful
crop producers. Now their major
problem was finding strong local
markets. That's where Tennessee
Agricultural Experiment Station
researchers could offer assistance.

University researchers worked
together with Tennessee Depart-
ment of Agriculture staff to
develop a "Buy Tennessee" cam-
paign. They created a logo to
identify fresh produce grown in
Tennessee and worked with a local
supermarket chain which agreed to
use the logo in their advertising and
on produce in the store.

The result of the marketing
effort was a substantial increase in
produce sales to large supermar-
kets.

Cornell project
assists farm
innovators

Information gathered for the
Farming Alternatives Project helps
experts give farm innovators sound
advice. Researchers at Cornell
Agricultural Experiment Station
surveyed 167 New York farm-
based entrepreneurs.

With the survey data in hand,
the researchers could help families
identify and evaluate new enter-
prise options and marketing
strategies. Rather than simply
dispensing information on specific
farming alternatives, the project
emphasizes the decision-making
process and helps people develop
the management and marketing
skills necessary for successful farm
diversification.

As one of its first activities, the
project conducted a series of four
Workshops for farm and rural
families around the state. The
workshops featured examples.of
successful fanning entrepreneurs
and provided training in basic
business planning, management,
and marketing to over 300 pardci-
pants.

Project staff have now devel-
oped a handbook for prosPective
farming innovators. Using the
handbook, farmers can evaluate
personal and family considerations,
available :esources, alternative
enterprise options, market poten-
tial, production feasibility, and cash
flow.

Time-of-day
electrical pricing
cuts Utah
irrigation costs

Utah farmers who have
adopted a new time-of-day electric-
ity pricing system are slicing their
irrigation pumping bills in half.

Jay Andersen, agricultural
economist at the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station, proposd the
pricing system to help farmers
shave ther operating costs and turn
a profit during a time of depressed
farm prices.

A problem began in the 1970s
when favorable electrical power
rates and strong feed grain and
forage prices prompted farmers to
increase crop irrigation. By the mid
1980s electrical costs had increased
nearly five-fold. Higher production
costs, combined with depressed
crop prices, had farm operators
searching for relief.

That's when Andersen
proposed time-of-day pricing,
where electricity would be less
expensive during off-peak times,
such as late at night. Farmers could
schedule their imgation during the
off-peak times.

8

Andersen estimates that
farmers have saved several million
dollais by using the alternative
pricing Systern and should continue
to save in the-future.

Portions of Idaho have now
adopted a similar time-of-day
pricing option. Andersen continues
to survey farmers who irrigate to
determine their characteristics as
we' as investigate provisions for
tariffs to help fanners achieve peak
farm profitability.

Former fanner
survey. helps ease
transition

North Dakotans easing out of
farming and into a new career can
make a smoother transition, thanks
in part to a survey of former
farmers conducted recently.

Researchers at the North
Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station queried former farmers
about a number of topics, including
which public or private agencies
and programs they used when they
quit farming. This information has
helped social service agencies, such
as the North Dakota Job Service
and North Dakota Human Services
Departments, target special
progams for former farmers. The
agencies also used the data to help
determine why certain programs
were not being used.

Based on their survey, the
researchers developed a demo-
graphic profile of the former farmer
which can be used to better meet
his or her needs.

Annual survey
charts farm
progress

ach year social scientists at
the Iowa Agricultural Experiment
Station check the pulse of Iowa's

I al
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farmers. They accomplish this task
via the Iowa Farmer Rural Life
Poll, which stirveys over 2,000
farmers on everything from strs

low input agriculture.
Paul Las lzty, who heads up the

survey, sum izes the data and
feeds it back 2ate legislators,
county officials, the governor's
office, and other policy makers in a
position to take action where
needed.

The survey was used recently
to help the state legislature decide
if the time was right to start
reversing some of the rulings
designed to help farmers through
periods of crisis. Data showed this
action could be quite damaging to
the farmers and legislators decided
not to begin dismantling the
programs.

Survey results are also used to
guide extension program develop-
ment and are available to other
states.

*-..

I Livestock
prOduCers conSult
coliipate rs

Coloradoliveitockprodacers
got a real boost when the rntegrated
ResouTce Management (IftM)
program got underway a few years
back.

Ranch management faculty at
the Colorado Agricultural Experi-
ment Station worked with producer
organizations to create the 1RM
program to steer livestock produc-
ers toward the most profitable
management options.

The program includes com-
puter analysis, technical advise, and
cooperation with the producer.

IRM has a growing tile of
success stories. Here are just a few
examples:

In 1986 one ranch saved
$30,000 based on IRM's recom-

mend4rien Pgekge Pre4 re-_

.-

placement heifers rather than raise
thetn. _

_ .

-i-'401.0#4104a 40=01 re-
structuring planfora ranch wjo a
penciini:forecieNia:whicii
the ran& Oaeifagainteteme

ecdnomic analysis done
by the ifiM program helped' a ranch
turn aniind a itet loss Of $70 per
cow.to inet profit of $100 per cow
in _three) arS, ThiS was-done
pritnarily_ by changing feeding
philoOphyand'sotircesof feed.

IRM's computer Sofiware and
method of analysis have been
refined so that the pregiam can
assist producers throughout
Colorado.
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"It might surprise sornefolkOqc
favorite local variety was upgrade

Bill Powers can't afford to spend too much time
this autumn morning enjoying the view of his land
that lies just outside the town of Kennewick in
eastern Washington state. It's harvest time, and he's
got truckloads of produce to load.

Powers isn't shipping apples; he's loading wine.
Bulk wine, in this case, to be blended with eastern
varieties zhat are more acidic, and therefore less
palatable, due to a shorter growing season.

"It might surprise some folks back east if they
knew their favorite local variety was upgraded with

Washington wine," says Powers.
It may surprise many that Washington wines now

rank among the nation's best, in taste if not in
volume. They're second only to California in the
production of premium table wines chardonnay,
reisling, cabernet saustnon, among others and
hold their own with the Sunshine State in head-to-
head taste test competition.

But Washington wine growers don't seem to
mind that their state is not synonymous with table
wine yet. After all, there was hardly a wine grape
grown in the state 20 years ago.

Much of the industry's success goes to the inge-
nuity, perseverence and salesmanship cf a group of
Washington Agricultural Research Center scientists
who met in January, 1969, to discuss the future of
what then was a nonexistent industry. Today, retail
sales of Washington table wines have risen to $100

million annually.
When the group of agricultural economists, horti-

culturists, and food scientists met in Prosser to
discuss the feasibility of promoting a table wine
industry in Washington, they already knew that it was
technically possible to grow wine grapes in the state.

"The question was, could we grow varieties that
would produce quality wine that could compete in the
marketplace," says Ray Folwell, professor of agricul-
tural economics and one of those in attendence that
winter day. "We knew we couldn't grow certain
Califirnia varieties because they couldn't stand our
early freezes. But we also knew we had the right guy
on hand to answer that question, Walt Clore."

Clore had been experimenting with growing
quality wine grapes in Washington ever since he was

first hired by Washington State University (WSU) in

1937. "Mr. Grape," as Folwell calls Clore, tested
many types of vitis viniferagrapes until he identified
several that could withstand the weather and make
quality table wine.

unce convinced by Clore and others that it was
possible to grow the grapes, the other experts

g t
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researched ahd documented the potential for develop-
ing a wine.grapeinduscrY in Washington.

"It was otre:thing-td say, 'yes we,can grow the
grapes,' but then We had to ask whether this made
economic sense," says Folwell. "Should we concen-
trate on vineyards alone, or should we make our own
wine as well? As it turned out, it made sense to
gradually dototh."

The team also investigated potential markets and
the demand for table wine in the U.S. and analyzed
the international trade flow of wine. They examined
how it would affea the state economy, studied socio-
demographic characteristics of those who drank wine
and those who did not to, effectively develop market-
ing promotion, product, and pricing decisions.

They found, indeed, there was a market for
Washington grapes and wine, and the economic
infrastructure existed within the state to support a
wine industry. Now all thewsu experts had to do
was convince the farmers to grow wine grapes.

"We generated the information but it was up to
the farmers to take the risk," says Folwell. "It took a
few years for things to getoff the ground, but we feel

good about low the industry is progressing."
Statistics justify Folwell's feelings. Fewer than

10 farmers were growing wine grapes on less than

100 acres in 1976, producing less than 1,000 gallons.
Now, there are 96 vineyards on nearly 11,000 acres,
which yield more than 10 million gallons annually.

So far, the wine grape industry has created more
than 1,500 full- and part-time jobs, generating an
estimated $13 million in annual wages. Every new
job in the wine grape industry creates three nonagri-

culture jobs.
The feeling among growers and scientists alike is

that they have just begun to tap the potential of the
wine grape industry in Washington. Though three
quarters of the wine produced is white, wineries are
beginning to produce more red wines.

"Nationally, premium table wine sales are down
5%, while our sales are up 24%," Folwell points out.

"I'd say we're doing pretty well."
Twenty years ago, in the tri-city area of Ken-

newick, Richland, and Pasco, there was not a single
winery. Now there are 12 in a 20-mile radius.
"That's indicative of the whole business, says growet
Bill Powers. We have only 11,000 out of a potential
80,000 acres in grapes now, according to the WSU
horticulturists. So we've only scratched the surface
regarding wine production in Washington. All in all, I
guess I would say that the whole experiment has been

an unqualified success." Marc Kennedy

,



Injured worker
study benefits
workers and their
employers

Washington State University
(WSU) has a better method of reha-
bilitating injured employees and at
the same time makes the state's
worker compensation system more
cost effective. These improvements
were based on joint research efforts
of Washington Agricultural
Research Center researchers and
state agencies.

A survey of 2,540 previously
injured workers revealed the
importance of the workers retum-
ing to their former employers as
quickly as possible after the injury.
This factor proved to be far more
important to the worker's rehabili-
tation than the effects of the injury,
degree of disability, occupational
or educational status, magnitude of
the continuing pain, depression or
other psychological problems.

Based on results of the survey,
WSU implemented a new Risk
Management Program. This
program helps injured workers
retum to their previous jobs as soon
as possible. Those who cannot
retum to their former jobs are aided
in finding different jobs within the
university.

In its first year, this program
saved nearly $53,000 in worker
compensation costs. This represents
an 11% "refund" on the univer-
sity's annual industrial insurance
premium.

Wyoming takes
charge

An innovative program called
"Wyoming Take Charge" is
helping revitalize the state's local
economy. Agricultural economists

at the Wyoming Agricultural
Experiment Station did the research
needed to imple-inenf theprotram,
which draws on the skills and
talents of local residents to help
plan and carry out community
improvement programs.

One project the Greybull-
Basin Take Chage Council has
served as a prototype for the
program. Greybull and Basin are
two towns in the northern part of
Wyoming, an area hard hit by
recent declines in the state's
economy.

As a first step toward revitali-
zation, the Take Charge Council
began a project to reduce leakage
from the area's retail and service
sectors. To achieve this goal,
researchers helped the Council
mount a trade area analysis, survey
consumers about their shopping
preferences, and implement
programs to encourage residents to
buy locally.

The success of the program is
evidenced by an 11% increase in
retail sales after one year. Other
Take Charge Councils have
implemented similar projects and
an extension bulletin is being
developed for statewide distribu-
tion to help other communities help
themselves.

Research helps
textile and apparel
industries compete

The textile and apparel
industries are an important part of
the economic base of rural upstate
areas of New York. In fact, 78% of
New York counties have textile and
apparel manufacturing employ-
ment. Cornell Agricultural Experi-
ment Station researcher Susan
Hester helps these industries
remain competitive in the U.S. and
worldwide markets. This, in turn,
helps to keep New York's rural
economy healthy.

Hester's research charts

12,

'national and iuternationalparkets
in ,textkahd.apAare,10roducts and
elosely,W7a,tehe4Pnetic-an trade
poliey:,,Mark0 'Aiale$0,4iid cost
-differentials'aithttNeWNork State
textile andapixtrei industry are
computed and lonwed through
time to spot profitubk ..larket
niches for both textile and apparel
manufacturers in upstate counties.

The Cornell researcher also
helps the industries zero in on
problems to further development.
For example, her research revealed
that inadequate labor supply is a
major roadblock to textile and
apparel industry growth in some
upstate rural locations.

Extension education programs
help carry the results of Hester's
research to local officials and
textile and apparel manufacturing
businesses in rural communities
across the state.

Jetiy expansion
brings rural county
to life

Tillamook is a rural county on
Oregon's Pacific coast with a
population of about 20,000. In
1977, local officials learned of a
plan to increase timber processing
in their economically depressed
community. Raw lumber would be
barged to Tillamook for processing.
However, the proposal required a
safe harbor year around.

Congress had previously
authorized the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to build a 6,500-ft. south
jetty on Tillamook Bay, leaving
this jetty 1,500 ft. shorter than the
north jetty. The two jetties of
unequal length caused siltation and
dangerous bar conditions.

Tillamook community leaders
asked Oregon Agricultural Experi-
ment Station researchers Russ
Youmans and William Rompa to
apply an input-output economic

, analysis model developed at
Oregon State University. With help



from local business people and
Tillamook County Extension
agents, the team gathered the
necessary information. The data
was then processed through the
model, which assesses both direct
and indirect impacts of any given
action on the local economy.

Results showed that comple-
tion of the south jetty would have a
$4 million positive impact on the
local economy each year.

These results gave community
leaders the encouragement and
support they needed to request
Congressional funding and helped
prompt Congress to authorize the
money to construct the extension to
the jetty.

Local officials report the com-
mercial vest:As can now access
Tillamook bay two-thirds of the
year an increase of four months.

.
400
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Although the lumber company
that planned to expand has since
left the area, the jetty extension
has helped the fishing industry. A
county official says it has
increased the economic impact of
the fishing industry by one-third.

Community leaders report
the jetty expansion made Til-
lamook Bay a "legitimate
harbor." Current plans call for
nearly doubling the number of
slips in the Garibaldi Boat Basin
over the next few years to accom-
modate both commercial fishing
and p'..:.lasure boats.

There are fewer deaths due to
unsafe bar conditions, more
commercial boat owners want to
use the bay as home port, and
there has been an increase in
transient fishing vessels using
Tillamook as their summer port.

Homeworking
unii shidy

At home work may be a
profitable business alternative for
many Vermonters, say Vermont
Agricultural Experiment Station re-
searchers. Jobs include self
employment, traditional market-
place work done in the home,
artistic and craft work, or nontradi-
tional fanning.

As part of a regional study, the
researchers are exploring how at-
home working families manage
their time, space, and other
resources to achieve success in
their business, as well as the impact
of these businesses on Vermont's
economy.
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In a pastoral little community naniectBelleville
set in the geen rolling hillsolsouthWestern

Wisconsin there was no:do0Or, nO'Clinici and no
pharmacy. And the downtoWn arei44,Aighty
shabby. That was 10 years ago. TOdayXelleYille has
several doctors, a clinic, a pharinacy,:11:Onlingi
lining Main Street, strong communitY pridej, and a
new sign that says "Welcome to Bemitifui Belle-
ville!" What happened in Belioville is, indeed,
beautiful.

Thanks to early 1970s Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station-research pieneered by graduate
students Larry Meiller and Glen Broom andltural
Sociology Profe§sor Don JohnSon, Belleville 'and
more than 50 other small towns in Wisconsin are

s '"
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bedoming aware of What!S *Ong and what.'i right in.
theineoniin

Accgr41,1%.*: :Meii-lcr,IraditiOnai-apP,MaChes. to-
cothiriunityplanningiware notineedniCOMinnnity

14*.i.er4 tO a§,141.kwo*og:#:..fP z7.0".0,'Ocept
thoideas yon'yeplon:0**ftirpo-AMeiller,
how-a prOfesser, of AgiiCalfatal:Iontalig-W at ihe
UnivCrSky;Ofw,#poinmv,0,:ocictoto,00,01.5
rolu1.4 *Aqlls..4-00,01i40*YOYYi ii.(442.

could makpits gWO Plan§l*Sed.,cin die.res-nits..This
communitycOnsenans4prOaCtlinvOlve§ sArveying
comMn-nity citizernS, key: ComMunity leader:s,,.arid
elected Official§ip4Oetiphie*liat each group feels
are the problems in the Community. Results of the
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"The strength of the researck is thfrisppie.
Community involvement Meah's cbMii4U4 =o4Vnets

survey are then presented in the local paper and at a
town meeting."

The three groups don't always agree. For
example, in Barron County, though all three groups
identified economic development as a major concern,
citizens said local government was doing nothing to
attract industry. But local government said that
citizens were apathetic about development of an
industrial park because they didn't want to pay for it
with their tax dollar. "This kind of information puts
tension into a community, and research shows that
tension gets communication going. Communication is
a precursor to progress," says Meiller.

In Cumberland, surveyed clected officials said
the biggest community problem was lake pollution,
and the smallest concern was the need for youth
recreation facilities. The citizens said just the
opposite. As a resuft, an old gas station downtown
was renovated to become a teen center, and the
village built a community pool.

In Belleville, there was disagreement between
citizens and elected officials when asked to rate how
well elected officials handled economic development.
Citizens said that the officials were weak and
ineffective. Officials rated their own efforts as
"great." As a result, citizens and officials formed an
economic development committee.

"The strength of the research is that it involves
the people. Community involvement means com-
munty ownership," says Don Johnson. He adds,
"After we do the original test, we have been asked in
several communities, years later, to come back and
resurvey."

In Belleville's original survey it was determined
that people wanted more shopping opportunities,
health care facilities, economic development, and
improved appearance of !).e downtown.Since then,
the clinic; the pharmacy, and downtown improvement
are just sevral of many changes madebased on
survey results. For example, the'survey reVealed an
enorthous amount of discontent With:die local, phone
service. One disgruntled citiien'éiitt*OpAges of
negative comments culled from _the surveY about
Belleville's phone service to the Public 8ervice
Commission, which, in turn, got an injunction against
the phone company. Within one month, Belleville
had a new comPuterized phone. service.

"The retest 10 years later," says Dennis Domack,
DaneCounty Community Development Agent,
"shows that health care availability is no longer a
problem, but that economic development remains a
concern."

IT

Waunakee' ,WisconSin ("The Only Wannakee in
the Wörld'reacts The welcoining sigii at the edge of
this coininunityof 5,000 people), has a similar
success Story.

'INVelve years ago, the conimunity conSensus
survey reVealed that health care waS the nUmber one
problein.'$fiCppifig, ConCerbfor elderly, and eco-
nOmicAeVelopinent were alSo probleins.

As a reSult,',Wiunakeenow bciaSts:two clinics
and the resiirvey,of coininunity problems-shOws that
concernSabOilf health icare ServiceS has droled from
first to 18th 'place.jii 'additiOnian-eiderly, center
opened and eldetly food prOgraniS began. AChaniber
of Commerce was forined, and a stloping area Called
the VillageMail now houSeS,finifiernuS Ores.

Even local restaurant OWriers Pá anilbOnna
O'Malley, whd have operaied-O;Milley'S Farm
Kitchen since 1976, say, "We're giad:td ie,d more
restaurants in tewn.'Even tbotigh theraiecompefi-
don; people ate trun;e likelY4O stay in tdwn and eat
when they have-fi-ve ChOices.insteasiokine."

Capitalizing on the Oernfaiiheritage, many
downtown businesses haVe adoPted
look, and 125 new trees adorn die-dosvh'ItOn streets.
An industriatpark now liousei a "a4riiiiif ot incluitries
that employ hundreds of "WorkerS."`Watinikee
followed the recommendations of the sui-Veyall the
way down the line," says Johnson. "The resurvey
shows that because of the 357,4rowth of the commu-
nity from 1980 to 1986, traffic is now the major
concern for this town that doesn't even have one
stoplight."

In another community, Fort Atkinson, the survey
showed a need for improvements to the primitive
airport. The idea of a new airport had been defeated
on two previous referendumsbecause citizens
believed that airport funding would come from their
.tax dollar-and that the facility would only be a
plaything -for the rich. Once it was understdOd that
the airport could be 6uilt with outside funding and
that the airport Would enhance local industry, the
plan Wai approved:

Whin statted Mit as a college tenn paper became
significantsocial science research thai's been helping
cominunitiei help themselves throughout Wisconsin
for a nurnber of years. From Barron County to
Belleville, from,Cumberland to Waunakee, commu-
nities are assessing needs, communicating, growing,
and changing. Most importantly, they are working
together so they can grow together. Jeanne Dosch
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Computers match
cominunities and
new indushy

Communities trying to attract
new industries can't afford to waste
time and effort courting the wrong
businesses. They need to target
industries that are most likely to
locate and succeed in their area.

A computerized data base
developed at the Pennsylvania
Agricultural Experiment Station
can give individual guidance to
1,100 communities in 13 northeast-
ern states.The system can pinpoint
those manufacturing industries that
an individual community has the
best chance of attracting. It also can
rank the community's chance of
attracting a particular industry.

"Targeting economic develop-
ment efforts is necessary in a
competitive world," says Bill
Gillis, Assistant Professor of
Agricultural Economics. "With this
data base, communities can target
the manufacturing industries that
offer them the most potential
those that best match the labor
force, transportation, and markets
available." The system takes 119
factors into consideration, such as
railroad and airline access, distance
to maio- highways, per capita state
and local taxes, per capita income,
proportion of the population with
college degrees, and number of
hospital beds.

The system has two advan-
tages for communities. Economic
development leaders won't waste
time courting industries that aren't
likely to locate plants in their area,
and they aren't as likely to end up
with new industries that quickly
fail because of bad location, says
Frank Goode, agricultural econo-
mist who conducted the research
for the data base.

The system includes communi-
ties with populations of up to
100,000 and is available through

county extension offices. Extension
agents in 13 states are being trained
to work with economic develop-
ment and community leaders using
the system and giving guidance.

Jobs and income
for rural
Wisconsin
communities

Rural community leaders all
over Wisconsin have been looking
for strategies they might use to im-
prove jobs and income in their
communities. Old strategies based
on agriculture and natural resource
exploitation and on attracting
manufacturing plants proved less
effective in the 1970s and '80s.

In 1975, Wi3consin Agricul-
tural Experiment Station agricul-
tural economists Glen Pulver and
Ron Shaffer stepped in with a
research program which has studied
community economic development
options, nonmanufacturing indus-
trial potential, industrial location,
computerized economic analysis,
and the financing of new small
businesses. With Sydney Stani-
forth, they examined commercial
and industrial loan behavior of
rural banks and the effectiveness of
rural capital markets.

Today many rural Wisconsin
communities are successfully
pursuing more comprehensive
economic development strategier.
Service industries with sales
outside the community and the
state are bringing jobs and income
to many small towns. Business loan
behavior of many rural banks is
more favorable to small town entre-
preneurs. Wisconsin's banking
regulations have been modified to
create a mr-e beneficial climate for
rural businesses. The Pulver and
Shaffer research program has been
a significant factor in all these
changes.

The influence of the Shaffer
and Pulver research program

16

extends beyond Wisconsin te the
halls of Congress and to nearly
every statehouse in America.
Testimony to a variety of Congres-
sional committees, workshops, and
lectures across the countiy, and
untold hours of consultation with
planners and public officials bring
the results of their research to bear
on rural development across the
country. The rural development
policy agendas of both the National
Governor's Association and the
Council of State Government are
shaped by the research of Pulver,
Shaffer, aad their colleagues.

Population studies
inform local
leaders

Sociologists at the Population
Research Laboratory, Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station,
manage a wealth of information
about the state's population
migration trends. This is useful
information to state, district, and
local planners, as well as interested
leaders and planners in the priN4te
sector.

An important element of the
project has been the development
of population, school enrollment,
labor force, and household projec-
tions for the state, planning
districts, and counties.

A portion of the research in-
volved a survey of special service
needs of elderly people in two rural
Utah counties. With the data
gleaned from the survey, district
officials and planners have devei-
oped programs more responsive to
the needs of elderly persons.

The researchers have also
tracked migration patterns of
Utah's youth in order to better
serve this age group. Their findings
led to development of curriculum
modules and was helpful to high
school counselors.

Another portion of the project
examined differences in how native
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Utah residents and migrants viewed
public policy issues. This informa-
tion helps alert lodal officials to
potetltial sources of conflict.

Center helps
Vermonttowns plan
for growth

While the rest of the country
views Vermont as a rural outpost
where time stands still, those
familiar with the state have
witnesyed a steady march of
"progress" in recent years. Urban
spread, condominiums, ski resorts,

,

-

shopping malls, industrial parks,
and fast=foodostabliihrnents have
all taken their toll ontkestate.

Can tN-4414-9L14-
Verniont likacif_Oitt,tnoqitttp.,suP4
rapid growth't,coi:OntitlitieS Orl'
planners nc,ed infOrnititiOn to .
answer this qUesiion.

'For over 15_yeaislyvo units
within die Vermont Agrictiltnia'
Experiment *ation'ij4-)4c6.00-
gathering sociO!bgicitli::denfOitaltic
and economic data abou:OffeState
and region. rir.
the Centeffor
University of Vermocitc#OrSeeS
the Vermont Coniiiiinify pita,
Bank. This repoSitory Of statistiCal
information includes national and
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Almost a decade ago, the folks of Fayette
County, Texas, needed a crystal ball. In the late
1970s and early 1980s, coal development in this
south central Texas county was baying an impact on
the area's e.onomic development. The Lower
Colorado River Authority, a publicly owned utility,
was developing a coal-fired electric generating
facility in the county.

Local, people were stumped. The facility could
bring people to their community. Should they gear up
for a great swell of population that would soon arrive
and build new businesses and schools, hire more
teachers and police officers? Or should they take a
"wait and see" attitude and do nothing until abso-
lutely necessary? Where was the crystal ball?

A

They got their crystal ball when rural sociologists
from the Texas Agricultural Experime^. Station at
Texas A&M applied Fayette Ceunty's iniunnation to
their sophisticated Texai AsSessment Modeling
System (TAMS). Using the model,it was possible to
get projections of,the sot' ,,c.onornic impacts the
facility would hty on the area. The information
resulting from the analyseS,by TAMS was used by
Fayette County officials to plan ahead.

Says J.D. Legler, city manager of LaGrange,
"We're awfully glad we had the advice of the re-
searchers. They suggested that because the boom
could be quite teniporary, we should not "beef up"
our business. At the same time that we had this new
factory coming in and we knew it would employ

23



The beauty of the model is that it allows the user to easily
examine the impact of various scenarios.

about 500 people, our oil activity was going down.
As a result, the model suggested that we should not
overbuild for the impact and we're really glad we
dian't."

Erland Schulze, mayor of LaGrange, agrees,
"Thanks to the help from the researchers, we went
with the flow. Business people ordered more mer-
chandise, but that was all. The TAMS model basi-
cally said, 'watch it ... this could fall apart.' "

Unfortunately, a nearby community, Giddings,
geared up for a boom with so much vigor that profits
quickly turned to losses. "Giddings had a terrific oil
boom," says Legler, "and they viewed it as perma-
nent. They sunk a lot of money into development.
Now that the oil activity is over, businesses and
taxpayers are paying the price."

Says Texas A&M rural sociologist Steve Mur-
dock, TAMS helps communities in two very special
ways. "First, it helps a community avoid failing to
build when what's coming requires more buildings,
services, and grow h. And second, as in the case of
Fayette County, it helps a community know when to
avoid overbuilding if needs are temporary."

TAMS was developed by Murdock and col-
league Professor Larry Leistritz from North Dakota
State University. Simply put, it is a computerized
socioeconomic impact projection system that pro-
vides projections of economic, demographic, public
service, and fiscal conditions in a designated impact
region for a 25-year planning horizon. "The beauty of
the model is that it allows the user to examine the
implications of numerous alternative scenarios with
relative ease," says Murdock. "For example, if we
want to know the impact if twice as many people
move into a community as originally predicted, we
enter data and learn the impact on everything from
population to police officers."

The model was extremely useful to the farmers
of North Dakota in the aftermath of the drought of
1988. Agronomists at North Dakota State University
surveyed the state for clop damage, and using a form
of the TAMS model, they were able to project the
financial impact. "By bong able to define the mone-
tary impact, economists were able to accurately
inform national policy makers of the size of the
problem and the need that existed. This information
was a key to determining the budget for the Drought
Assistance Act," says Larry Leistxitz.

"Using TAMS, we figured out that our real loss
was $3.68 billion," says economist Tim Mortenson
from North Dakota State University. He adds, "You
better believe this projection and hard data were

9..

useful wherkwe asked for relief. We could say,4See
... this iShOW, big Our probleih real,tyis?"

The tAtI'S was alsd Used in beaf:Siiiithedurity
a oncibodiningagricUltutal-c-entfeein thTexa,s''pan-
handle. utigoy'liecause of higher
agricidttfial'ACtiliity:WaS waning Ai a it.inif; the
coninumily ivakAPerieneing pOPUlatiOn`:1Oaiid
deblines.in.inaniiiactnring,
retail trade,tn4iricume..LOW lesiels,Of educatirin and,
increasing CriMe Cates CoMpoUnded their Piobleitie.
Citizen's of Hereford,iargest cityln the county; asktd
for help.

"We found the area hattundergone tremendouS
growth and change,in thelait kyearshecatise of the
development of undergiouncliiiigatiOn, says'iohn
Perrin, Hereford 'Area EconoinierieyeloPment
Council. But,spiraling costs ot natural Os, tiied to
fuel the irrigation pumps, caused problerni. We
realized we needed to be less dependent on agricul-
ture."

Hereford officials contacted Texas A&M re-
searchers. The TAMS model once again was applied,
this time to project future econondes and demo-.
graphic conditions based on continued low growth,
compared to medium or high growth. Uldthately, it
provided insight into the likely future conditions in
the area if nothing happened to change the course of
economic development.

The low growth scenario predicted what would
happen if current levels of economic activity contin-
ued. The TAMS model projected that this would
result in continuing slow decline employment
would drop 25% over the next 39 yew, and popula-
tion would decline 6%. If curreetrends continued, it
was clear additional drops in employment and
population would lead to related declines in the
business and service structure of the area:

"TAMS really helped Is understand where we
would be if We stayed on theta:Me track, and also
where we could be if we iipeiieneed high or medium
growth. In a quantitative way;it, gave uS a look at
possible futures baseil on assuniptions.-4 gaveihe
basis for harder clata..Orip of ilieresUlts iethat when
we ask for goventrientitsiStaliCe, we new have
some hard eVidence of the iMpact oE development
and the lack of it,!' says Penin.

The:folks ofFayettetounty, the,North Dakota
farmers, the leaders,in Hereford,.Texhs,,are allalittle
bit wiser and'a little bit luckief than niany peOple.
They have inforMatiOn that &Intel!) thein-Plan,
prepare, and prospeisiThey've gotten a chan4i6
glimpse into possible futures. Jeanne Dosch
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Study helps
Nevada counties
share health costs

A young couple frOm the
Midwest, driving to California in
search of work and anew life,
lower their windshield visors and
svt into the setting Nevada sun.
Their 1977 Toyota leaks oiland
shows signs of a dozen Rust Belt
w'iters. Unless there's a tight grip
on the steering wheel, the bald tires
tend to drift across the road. The
days of driving take their toll on the
young man, whose momentary
inattentiveness allows the vehicle
to roam onto the roadside gravel.
He oventacts; the car fishtails, hits
a reflector pole, flips three times,
and settles right side up.

Fortunately, seat belts save the
lives of the young man and woman,
but their injuries require they spend
a week in an intensive care unit in a
Reno hospital. Their stay costs
nearly $100,000, butsbecause they
had no money and no insurance,
the hospital legally bills the county
in which the accident occurred.
Nearly all costs were eventually
covered by the state's Indigent Ac-
cident Fund, for which rural coun-
ties can apply to cover such
instances.

The above scenario is hypo-
thetical, but it's repeated in reality
in one form or another hundreds of
times each year throughout rural
Nevada.

Up until 1982, rural counties
were liable for the urban 1104:Pita!,
billS and Were expected:to collect
delhiquencies from indigents. But
Assembly Bill 218 establishes1 a
levy 041e:statewide ad yalotem
property, .fax.,toeciver indigent
emergeneyhealthicare;

"These einintics fdlind it
diffictult t absorb, hundreda of
theniaOs ófdoUaniniibined
ambulanee kcal medietil, and
urbarthespitil costs annually

accrued,by iniligcntsexplains
ToinHarris, aSsoCiatetOlesset of
agricUltitraleCOndmiCS:it,the

stafi

;
and the federal gOVenritient ifiWnS`,
%%Of die land

i?e--.56#64'464_Led
arid three' a011eigti4te104,Bill:
218,p4s
ing theextenit0 Which Cri:fergenck
indigent health care- 44,financiallY.
draining NeVida'S fural
countie-s:-

They, decitmented this prOblerii
by examining the ertiergency
medical ServiceSind indigent:
health care Costa for HuinhOldt
County in fiscalyear4,98142.
They found that Of the5.651Mbu-
lance calls niadelv.EMS:personnel
that year, 225inVolifednenre-
sidents, 28 of_which-Vière indigent:
Theindigent bill fOr. arnhnlance,
local care, and out-of,:anuitt

cam:6'0$ $82,560,,

which the. .04-intY:absiiiheci-,-_-

,.0.004§ihicio*-pii-griljii0 of
din-Oita;

Hadfieldi;e,Xediitiye,
direCtiOf qie'Revaita'AiaCCiaticil,
-00;

Angigents were:acm.m the,
..,

,inteniive cae units irtRenti,sincl,

COtintiestOreeeiVe Mnie

6..4 )4. '0iiiallq'diu.16',!s.
'*.hilioltif.*:bioi8t-0,06-

,* that tittle; thelegislitUre
had Oat i'Caii",6fiiiii#lityi"of

rOral:
gocrnments cOala 404:Kithlog -110

v-iftt-6ka4 ft(e.1604t-iiii.Odignk

:healthiare'biiditik1humbulth
studY''Harrii and histol-,
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leagues highlighted the situation
and suggested ways of alleviating
the indigent health care burden for
rural counties and urban hospiuls
alike. For starters, they suggested a
uniform definition of the term
"indigent." They also suggested
adding a levy to the statewide
property tax to pay for indigent
ambulance and hospital bills, which
was soon thereafter incorporated
into Bill 218.

"The work of the research
team was invaluable," says Had-
field, who had extensive experience
with indigent emergency health
care problems as otinty manager
of Douglas County in the early
'80s. "If it wasn't for their excel-
lent documentation of the problem
in Humboldt County, the legisla-
ture would not have enacted Bill
218."

So far, the system has worked
"pretty well" according to Harris,
but there were some wrinkles left to
iron out. "The bill was written only
to cover emergency care for
indigents injured on the highway,
which makes up 30-35% of that
total population," he says.

"It doesn't cover people who
are injured hitching a ride on trains,
for example. And it doesn't cover
people at work. It's not like the
Midwest; there isn't much manu-
facturing in Nevada, with unions
and health care coverage. Most
people here me self-employed and
many are under- or uninsured. In
rural arras, it's agriculture and
mining. We've had a boom out
here recently in mining. Many
people are coming here looking for
work, and many are uninsured.
Many elderly people who have
gotten by so far without insurance
are adding to the overall indigent
emergency care costs as well.

Statistics show Harris these
problems are going to continue and
that one way or another, the people
of the state of Nevada are going to
end up paying for them. He just
wants to make it more equitable, to
spread the cost around so that one
particular county isn't going to bear
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the brunt of indigent emergency
care cost.

Hadfield agrees. "The counties
Want to be responsible," adds,
Hadfield. "As employer's, We want
to cover our own costs as.much as
possible, which we believe will
help keep medical costs doWn`
everywhere. We just needed the
OK from the legislature for us to
help ourselves."

Both got their wish when the
legislature recently passed Assem-
bly Bill 45, which increased-the
indigent medical levy 1.5 cenis and
allowed counties to adjustWeii'
taxes to cover resident health care
costs. Marc Kennedy

Ag economists find
better way to
distribute state
funds

New York State's government
officials were faced with a prob-
lem. The state's local governments
were under considerable fiscal
pressure due to lost Federal
Revenue Sharing funds, and these
governments viewed the state's
general purpose aid to municipali-
ties as both insufficient and
inequitably distributed.

Enter agricultural economics
researchers ta Cornell Agricultural
Experiment Station. To provide
firm data to use in calculating fund
distributions, the researchers first
tackled the mammoth task of
cataloging the variety of services
provided by local governments and
how these services are financed.

The data were used to develop
an innovative approach for estimat-
ing service cost functions. This
information, in turn, was used to
predict the cost of providing stan-
dard levels of 16 services for each
local government 4;;:.. ORM The
state can now "try out" various
policy options for allocating
general purpose state aid to local
governments.
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Research in this itreacolitin....
nes, with Current 4,1,1.-01-45j.,9n:*
folloyiing:-Adetennining -,1;yliether
servie.e deirstibCtUreS,Cliffer bY:Size

OfiittiOie..001j"!"##6*-1,4!irik"
Whictj'seiVjcis 01.04 046thies
of air -and 3) ideritifiing cOntigu-

,ous jurisdictions likeIrto benefit
'by consblidation of SerOiCes.

Researchers
art*te 404,47*(0ti
PfigetOkiitfi

2fi

Ss: _

-09*-Sib YO4*.(411I.C1fP,.010

OVI4Onie044.rafirri07440119"144t
the tre'd#00. 40.41tik4W00=
ment Statien*KnOxiille stndied

ritiall'enneSSee:_entintiei:to,
ansWerthisAilestiOk

Duait.q4s. 44,ikFt,0 091),91A-
tionisrilict Waste collectiOn costs
can be a niajefekilehse.for.rui*
counties. At the:Sant*: d,
collection points . muit be cOnyen-
ient and aeSthetically 'acceptable to
entice residents to pitsperly. handle
solid wasteS.

The Tennessee researchers
studied two potential methods of
handling solid waste: the green
box system and the convenience
center system. The green box
system' utilized large green contain-
ers located at 50 or more sites
throughout the county. No
attendant was present at the sites.
The convenience center concept
reduced the number of disposal
sites to between four and ten fenced
locations operated an attendant.

After analyting data on
cOmparative costs and aesthetic
benefits of the tWo collection,
systems, the researchers found the
convenience center system super-
ior. Annual waste collection costs
to the counties using convenience
centers decreased between 13% and
51%. County officials concur that
the (:anters also increased the
attractiveness of the county to
residents and tourists.
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"I think our county has been left out in terms ofeconomic
development because of our old school."

When you look at it, you simply see a sagging,
archaic structure. It's a school.

This old building, located in rural Charlotte
County, Virginia, is worn out by timeoneather, and
the thousands of students who have passed up and
down its halls these past 60 years.

Look around and you'll see a school that has
buckets catching the cold rain as it falls indoors as
well as out. You'll see poorly lit hallways, an
exhausted gymnasium, high ceilings, and creaky
floors. You'll see no modern facilities. None. It's not
a pretty picture is it?

But here's something you don't see when you
look at this school. You don't see the impact that this
school has on potential manufacturing companies,
factories, and industries who may have an interest in
locating in Charlotte County. Is it likely they will find
this school attractive? No. Is it possible that they will
decide against locating their facility here because the
school appears inadequate? Maybe.

These questions are the crux of new research in
the field of education and economic development.
Researchers theorize that money spent on the struc-
ture, which ultimately is money spent on the student,
will have a significant impact on future area eco-
nomic development.

Though this research is in early stages, here's
what social scientists are learning. According to
Kevin McNamara, Assistant Agricultural Economics
Professor and Rural Development Economist at the
Georgia Agicultural Experiment Station, "We found
that after a 10% increase per pupil expenditure, the
student had an 8 to 10 point positive impact on
achievement scores. Also, where we looked at
Scientific Research Association (SRA) scores (a
standardized achievement score), the higher the
scores, the higher the likelihood of a company
locating in the area."

McNamara adds, "If we look at math, the
percentage of teachers with masters degrees in a
school was significantly related to student math
achievement. And in reading, the low,r the pupil-per-
teacher ratio, the better the reading st-ores were."

So, following this theory, it is clear that one way
to enhance a community's economic development is
to improve the schools by investing money in
students, facilities, and teachers. "If you increase
funding to a school, it has a positive impact on school
quality and student learning, which, in turn, increases
the probability of attracting industry," says Mc-
Namara.

It's hoped that this theory will be tested in the
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case of the antiquated middle school in Charlotte
County, Virginia. Says Sue Raftery, rural sociologist
with the Southeastern Education Improvement Lab,
"At this writing, a feasibility study has suggested that
$6 million is required to build a new middle school
for the 600 sixth through eigth graders who would use
the facility.r

Paul Stapleton is the Superintendent of Schools
of Charlotte County, a county so rural that it doesn't
have a stoplight and has only one restaurant. Staple-
ton's observations ally with hypotheses of social
scientists. "While lumbering is a big industry, and a
few plants dot the county, there is not much promis-
ing in the way of economic development. I think our
county has been left out in terms of economic
development because of our old school. We can see
what has happened in other surrounding communities.
There has been a surge in growth due to lots of
things, but I also believe that the better schools in
other counties have attracted factories."

Stapleton says he's felt the sting of rejection by
industries who have turned up their noses at the ailing
middle school. "It's true that potential industries
come here and they take a look at our school. They
make value judgments and decide that since this
school is so run down, we don't take pride in our
school, and that our education is inferior. They also
look at the school as the place where their future
potential employees will be educated. Because they
are not impressed with what they perceive to be the
quality of education, they don't want much to do with
the community."

"It's really a Catch 22," says Stapleton. "We
need to improve our tax base so we can improve our
schools. But we can't attract business because of our
poor school, so it's hard to improve the tax base."
Stapleton offers this added twist for having more
local industry. "I think that if a firm located here,
some students would be more motivated to learn
because they'd have a potential employer waiting "

In Charlotte County, Virginia, the teachers,
students, parents and Paul Stapleton wait. The School
Board has approved the $6 million for the new school
and now word must come from the State Board of
Education. Social scientists are anxious to apply
theory to practice in this southern school. If predic-
tions hold true, the school could have a positive
impact on the students as well as the economic
climate of scenic Charlotte County. A very positive
impact. Jeanne Dosch
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Study focuses on
rural adolescents

wo Cornell Agricultural Ex-
periment Station researchers are
focusing on the state's rural
adolescents. D. Fledlund and R.
Ripple in the Department of
Education have initiated the
Program on Rural Adolescent
Development (PRAD). The study
will follow a sample of rural
adolescents through their high
school years into adulthood to learn
about the influences of family,
school, the community, and social
group.

Substudies of PRAD will in-
vestigate career decision making,
school motivation and dropping out
of school, attitudes and knowledge
about alcohol and drug use, and
attitudes and knowledge about
reproductive health and sexuality.

Model preschool
program underway

The Rural Area Model
Preschool Project strives to provide
quality social and educational
experiences for handicapped
childrca ilving in rural communi-
ties in eastem Washington.

Project director Sherrill
Richarz, who is with the Depart-
ment of Child and Family Studies
at Washington Agricultural
Research Center, says rural districts
need to provide viable, quality, and
cost effective programs for
handicapped children, a group that
has increased by more than 100%
from 1982-1985.

To this end, she designs
programs to meet the specific needs
of each community. These pro-
grams help eliminate the need to
bus children to other districts,
thereby saving transportation costs
and travel stress on the children and

-,

their families.
The unique aspect of her

approach is that it uses a strong
base of local, social, and political
involvement and ensures long-term
support for this mainstreaming.

During the first Year of the
three year program, Richarz
analyzed the social and ecological
factors affecting these preschool
programs. She also trained teachers
and child care providers to work
with all children and develop
activities that would dcmand
interaction between handicapped
and nonhandicapped children.
Additionally, she produced a
newsletter to support and promote
these preschools.

Balancing work
and family

Sweeping changes have trans-
formed the structure and character of
the American family in recent years.
In more than half of all American
marriages today, both husband and
wife work outside the home. This
increasing number of dual-income
families, combined with the rise in
the number of single-parent families,
has affected the reciprocal relation-
ship between the domains of work
and home. Individuals are often torn
between work and family commit-
ments.

To keep in step with these trans-
formations, Iowa Agricultural Ex-
permient Station researchers in the
Department of Family and Consumer
Sciences Education investigated
ways in which secondary education
home economics curricula could be
updated.

Nealry 300 secondary teachers
in Iowa completed a quesitonnaire
including 50 work and family
concepts. From the survey results,
the researchers could focus on the
topics teachers consider important.
These topics include family and
home satisfaction, job demands and
expectations, decision-making and
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problem solving, timeananage-
ment, fmancial management,
getting along with otherS, positive
self-identity, acceptance of
responsibility, choosing an occapa-
don, and developing good work
habits and attitudes.

Researchers used the survey
data to develop a model work and
family curriculum for middle and
high school programs in Iowa.
Project staff developed lessons in
four topic areas work and family
lifestyle choices, balancing work
and family roles, work influences
on family life, and family influ-
ences on work life.

The revised curriculum was
disseminated to all secondary
vocational home economics
teachers in the state at a recent
conference. In service workshops
are being developed so that
teachers can more effectively
utilize these materials.

The "Vandalism
Game"

Nebraska Agricultural Experi-
ment Station researchers help their
state's youth play the "Vandalism
Game." The researchers are not
promoting crime. The Vandalism
Game is an educational tool to help
youth respect property and reduce
the incidence of vandalism.

Program development was
prompted by statistics that about
2,000 Nebraskans are arrested for
vandalism each year, most of them
youth. Since this is a crime that
often goes unreported, the actue
number of incidents probably
exceeds that number many times.
Also, victimization studies have
shown that property damage
associated with vandalism is the
type of incident Nebraska residents
most often encounter.

Targeted for 5th to 8th grade
students, the Vandalism Game
covers five lessons. Each lesson
includes basic facts or concepts and
experimental exercises and
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activities. Special emphasis is
placed on activities groups may use
to investigate school or neighbor-
hood vandalism.

Each year up to 3,000 youth
particiliatein the program, which is
available through youth groups,
educational organizations, and law
enforcement agencies.

Videos help teach
math

Our national crisis in science
education is getting worse, feels
one official with the National
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. only 5 of 40 families interviewed recalled any assistance

they received from government agencies, churChes, or any
other organization in the community."

The farm crisis of the 1980s forced many rural
families to give up not only their land, but their way
of life as well.

How did these families cope with the changes?
Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station rural
sociologists William and Judith Fleffernan went to
the heart of the question by conducting a study of
families being forced from their farms for financial
reasons.

In 1985, they received a call from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The House Agriculture Commit-
tee was seeking information on what was happening
to farm families being forced from their farms. It was
known that losing a farm devastated not only
individual family members, but adversely impacted
the rural community as well.

Funded through the Economic Research Service
of USDA, the study by the Heffernans sought to learn
more about the process of losing a farm, as well as
determine the special needs of such families and the
assistance they received.

The rural sociologists spoke with 40 families
from one of the more agriculturally productive
counties in Missouri. All had lost their farms between
Jan. 1, 1980, and Jan. 1, 1985.

Rural communities are often depicted as pulling
together in times of crisis. But the Heffemans found
the farm crisis was more likely to tear communities
apart. "People around here just stood by waiting to
see if we would starve to death, and we almost did,"
said one individual.

The Heffernans found only five of the forty
families interviewed recalled any assistance they
received from govemment agencies, churches, or any
other organization in the community.

Although it seemed the families had nowhere to
turn, assistance was available. There were county
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programs for food stamps, cummodity foods, and
health assistance. Families had access to job retrain-
ing programs and similar services. Churches and
other groups within the community were concerned
about the social well-being of community members.
Why then did so few farm families find the assistance
they needed?

The Heffemans found that the majority of the
family members going through the process of losing
their farms experience depression. Withdrawal often
accompanies such feelings so that at a time when
individuals and families were facing a crisis, they
also had a tendency to withdraw from the people and
community around them.

"They were accustomed to taking care of their

own needs. Many of them were ideologically
oppoied to Many of the social service programs
becausetheS! 'felt they helped those unwilling to

The Heffernans'SCOnchidelithat such individUals
did not have the psS,bhotqgical or Optional strength
to asktor aisiitande:Vet eiSentially'alr
educational; invibther asSiitince Progiaiiis rktarici
people tb.reattroniand"aSk:for help -

It,fari4fiiniiies were going ,to belielped through
such a driS4,7_ilien'issistances,prOtranis would have'to
be changedlO rench burie ilidge:in need:

The Heffernanirecoinmerided several areas be
pinpointed for asSistance idIarriffainilies: rural
economic development; ment4:1.1tealth outreach;
information serViCe; job cartificiti0,-rietwOrking and
training; changes in reqiiirenients'of entitlement
programs; and the needS ofrural, youth.

Results_from the Missimii research and informa-
tion gathered from similarStudies in other states were
used by members,of Congress in.draftintSection
1440 of the foOd Security Act Of 1985. This` legisla-
tion was developed to provide funding tor assiStance
to distressed farm families.

In 1985, when the House Agriculture Committee
first sought information on farm families in crisis,
very little research "'YU available. But because of the
Missouri research and slmilar studies, that informa-
tion base has been &eat': enhanced, according to
William Heffernan.

The Department of Labor's Displaced Farmer
Program, religious organizations, schools, health care
organizations, and many other groups used the
research as the basis for ensu: ing their programs were
effective in meeting the needs of the rural ?opulation.

At stake is more than the well-being of farm
families having lost their farm, conclude the Heffer-
nans. They say depression experiencd by such
individuals can spread throughout the entire rural
community.

"In many parts of our statc, we see small com-
munities which have given up. There is a sense of
helplessness, hopelessness, and futurelessness within
these communities. This is often the result of what
we might call collective depression," they say.

Rural development is the only hope many rural
communities have for survival. But more effort is
needed to revitalize the rural economy. Research and
information can provide the necessary fuel to move
the rural economy toward a brighter future.

Lori Schieldt
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Disab'ed children
learn to help
'themselves

The results of a study of devel-
opmentally disabled children in
Kauai, Hawaii, has helped improve
their care and reduce public costs.

Researchers in the Unit on
Human Development and Family
Studies at the California Agricul-
tural Experiment Station at Davis
examined the patterns of successful
development of rural, low-income



efforts, the researchers collected
information on the public's current
knowledge, attitude, and use of
child restraint devices. With this
data in hand; the team planned their
educational strategy, which
included general public awareness,
preschool curricula, parent educa-
tion programs, and restraint loaner
programs.

The Tennesse program has
proved to be effective, With the
bottom line showing fewer deaths
and injuries to young children.

Various components.bf the
program have been refined and in-
stitutionalized on a permanent basis
in the State Department of Health
and Environment. Data from the
research were also used to elimi-
nate a loophole in the law that
allowed an older passenger to hold
a young child in his or her arms.
Researchers found this practice to
be unsafe.

Housing options
for rural elderly
examined

Rural elderly in New York
have i eived a helping hand from
Cornell University researchers.
With financial assistance from the
Cornell Agricultural Experiment
Station and other federal agencies,
the researchers have helped
highlight housing problems the
rural elderly face.

Many rural elderly would like
to move to different housing more
in line with their needs. However,
many are 'locked in" their present
housing mainly because they lack
suitable alternative options.

After the Cornell researchers
measured the extent of the problem,
they worked on some solutions.
They have designed educational
and training materials to inform the
elderly of their housing options.
Local community leaders are told
of the roadblocks local zoning
ordinances and other planning

devices create for elderly housing
development. AlsoLan.exten sive
training network *irking; dirongh
the CoonerativeExtensibUsYstern
has reaCheddynisarids:of
als in positionsiti intProve elderly
housing:

The resoibh on' hOising;
choice:sand OPtibn(foritlie 'elderly
includes a lookatlorig-term,care-
and honsekeeping seiyices fofrai
elderbrivho;,*isktOrernattpiying:
indePendentlYiiliis isiiriretilarli
important ihlirrai areas 400:
formal serviceS are ofteUleSs%
available.

Ilumfik,Y0310,'
eveattq#0011.f.#?fit
smaltiOlOn.f4M,ilies

Evaluating human *Vice
programs offered in small towns
can have a positive effect on the
entire community. Research
conducted by Jennifer Greene at
Cornell Agricultural Experiment
Station helped one !own improve
its youth employment program and
its child care information and
referral service.

Green's evaluation research
results helped the community make
policy or progani decisions to:

Permanently increase staff
resourcei for the youth employ-
ment program.

Add a job training component
to the youth einployMentprogram.

Redireet,publicity and
outreach Campaigns for youth jobs
toward the local small business
community. ,

4 Add a training requirement
for child care providers to the child
care program's registration
guidelines.

Strengthen and expand the
agency's activities emphasizing the
quality of child care and provider
training.

In both programs, the evalu-
ation results were further used to
develop and justify funding

29

proposals. Plus, the evaluation
frocess itself served to enhance
both programs' visihility and
prestige within the corninunity.
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....... . .. ......._____ ___
To Decide or Hang Loose

...... ....x.,,. ....:...., .....v.,,:....., ... . -,y.",

........... ..... ............., ..... ,
:-:::*......

Whether to
eat anything for

breakfast

To bacK out of
giving his speech

in Englisn

To go to the
park or play ball

during lunch

To play tennis
after school,

or clean the garage
and practice the

trumpet

To go to *he
baseball game with

I Frank or fishing
with his father

To watch the TV
program or study for

his science test

To watch the TV
,program and stay up

longer studying

e....e.-. .. .-....:.%.X.... ...-....":77.-.. -..:.:::::.: .. .-....:.-.....

1. Mark the decisions that are almost automatic "A".
2. Mark the 5 most important (critical) decisions "C".
Were there any decisions made in the story that aren't on the score card?
What are they?

What are the 5 most important c 'sions?

Decision Reason

Rank the decision with your club members and come up with a definition of why a
decision is important to a person.

D-44 r.. --
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I Want To

Mark C for a clear objective or U for an unclear objective.

I want to make five new friends this semester.

I want to have a better life than my parents have.

I want to be accepted for admission at the state university when I graduate.

I want to get married before I am 25 years old.

I want to select courses for next year in which I can get grades of B.

I want to make this a better 4-H club.

I want to help correct the pollution problem in my area.

On the lines below write three clear objectives for yourself:
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Values Ruction

Worksheet No. 1: A List of Fourteen Values

I would like to "buy":

Item: What I'd like to pay: What I paid:

1. Wealth

2. Equality

3. Family

4. Progress

5. Tradition

6. Freedom

7. Love

3. Health

9. Peace

10. Justice

11. Beauty

12. Wisdom

13. Power

14. Happiness
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Values Ruction

Worksheet No. 2: A List of Twenty Character Traits

I would like to "buy":

Item:

1. Honest

2. Playful

3. Self-confident

4. Orderly

5. Aggressive

6. Courageous

7. Cooperative

8. Competitive

9. Creative

10. Loyal

11. Responsible

12. Caring

13. Self-directing

14. Independent

15. Rational

16. Curious

17. Spontaneous

18. Friendly

19. Flexible

20. Openminded

What I'd like to pay: What I paid:
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Alternatives
-Situation: You are going with a

41) boy or girl that your parents can't
stand. They will not like it if
you keep him or her as a friend.

0

Objective: To keep your friend and
to get your parents to change their
minds about the friend and to have
more respect for your judgment.

Alternatives (list al/ possible al-
ternatives that meet your objectives)

1. Have a family conference with
parents.

2. Talk to friend about what to
say and how to act during a
visit at your house.

3. Look at your friend again to
be sure your judgment is good.

4.

5.

Now, imagine yourself in the situa-
tion below. Try to think of alter-
native courses of action you might
take and information you would need
before you decided which course was
best for you.

Situation: Your friends are urging
you to join them in smoking pot.
They kid you constantly. You don't
really want to join them, but you
do want their friendship.

Objective: To retain the friend-
ship of the group, but not have to
smoke pot.

Alternatives (list all possible alter-
natives that meet your objectives)

Your values (related to this situa-
tion): You want respect for your
judgment; ildependence; friendship.
(Add your own values.)

Information (list the information you
need to have about these alternatives)

1. The mood your parents are in
before asking for a family con-
ference.

2. Whether or not your friend sus-
pects your parents' attitude.

3. What is it that really "bugs"
your parents? What evidence do
they have?

4.

5.

Your values: Independence; health;
get along with parents; get along
with law; and be part of a group.
(Add your own values.)

Information (list the information you
need to have about these alternatives)

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.
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Getting it Together
Decision: Imagine you are Jane and
are trying to decide (early in the
spring semester) whether to get a
job this summer or go to summer
school.

Jane's parents want her to go to
summer school to improve her algebra
grade. Jane's boss at the store wants
her to work there this summer. Jane's
counselor wants Jane to make a person-
ally satisfying decision. Jane's
friends think the decision is up to
her; it depends on what she needs
the job for and what difference
repeating the course in algebra will
make. From the list of resources
below Jane chooses those she will
use in making her decision.

counselor first choice
friend second choice

summer school catalog third choice

Why does she choose these? She wants
to get objective information from
sources that will help her but not
try to make up her mind for her.

Now you list in order of your pref-
erence the resources you would use
in making this decision.

first choice

second choice

third choice

RESOURCES

PEOPLE TO TALK TO THINGS TO READ

Your parents
Your counselor(s)
Your friends
Your teachers
Your relatives

Your boss (if any)

The summer school catalog
College catalogs or general

guides to colleges
Occupational guides or

information
Went ads in the newspaper

THINGS TO DO THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

Try to get a part-time job
Go to the youth employment

agency

Practice filling out job
application forms and
having interviews

Volunteer for service in an
activity that gives you
some practice

What you did last summer
What activities you really

enjoy

How much money you need
What your short-range goals
are

What your long-range goals
are



Acceptable Dr Unacceptable ?
When is an alternative unacceptable? What is accepta-

ble-or unacceptable to a person is usually determined
by his values. In the situation below, see if you can iden-
tify acceptable and unacceptable alternatives. Why
are they either acceptable or unacceptable? (Some ex-
amples of alternatives are gwen. Can you think of
others?) -

Situation: You have a friend who confesses to you that
he is hooked ;In drugs.

Your values: Loyalty. (Add your own values.)

Objective. You want to help him get "unhooked" and
you know that he has not felt free to talk to anyone else.

_

:::::0;0;;;::::::;:;:;:;X;:;;;:;:;:;:;:::;::;;;:;:::::::::::::::::;:if:ti:*:*1Vgiii;1§;iiiiiiii.ii:§?:::.........:4:::::.. ."--..:-:::::::::::.x.:%Veff..:::.:.:.
::':*:*:*:::*:'::::::::::X::::.%0 ' *::::::::::::::;;:::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.::*:*:*:vxv%:::::::-:::%.. v":::+:1.Y..:.:4.:4.: ....:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.

:::::::.::::+:4+::4e..:4:+:.:.:.:...../.. %iv..

Unacceptable alternatives

1. Turn friend in to police.

2. Tell your friend's parents.

3.

4.

Why are these unacceptable?

1.

2.

3

4.

Acceptable alternatives Why are these different from the unacceptable?
1. Get advice from drug counselor on how to help your friend. 1.

2. Get the telephone number of local Drug Help Center.

3.

4

\,-.......

2

3

4

Take a situation that is of real concern to you or your
group of friends, and apply a similar analysis to your situ-
ation. After you have identified the acceptable alterna-
tives in the situat.on, list the information that you need to
have about these alternatives.

Situation

Your values

Objective:

Unacceptable alternatives

1.

2

3.
Acceptable alternatives

Why are these unacceptable?

1

2

3
Information needed abcut acceptable alternatives

.3.

1.

2.

1

2

3.
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Case 1 - A Gamble

Riskometer

You have been given $10 to play the game one time.

1 4 7 10
Keep the $10 1 in 2 chance 1 in 5 chance 1 in 100 chance
& don't play of winning $20 of winning $50 of winning $1000

How would you change if you were: a rich person? a very poor person?

Case 2 - Choosing a Job

If you had a choice of jobs which would you pick: a) now, b) if you were sole
support of a large family, c) if you were married to a rich person and were working
for "self-fulfillment?"

1

A job with low income

but which you are sure
of keeping

5

A job with good pay

but which you have a
50/50 chance of losing

10

A job with an extremely
good income if you do
well but in which you
could lose almost every-
thing if you don't do well

Case 3 - Choosing a College

You are a senior and are choosing a college for the next year. You have good
grades and have been accepted by four universities. You want to graduate from
a prestige university but dread having to drop out or fail. You have studied
tables that tell you what the probabilities of success are at each. Which would
you choose?

1

(least risk -

least prestige)
Local Community
College

4 7

State College State University

10

(highest risk -

most prestige)
Prestige
University

Case 4 - iving and Drinking

You have driven to a party. You are 21. During the party alcohol is available.
a) You will be driving home. Where would you place yourself on the Riskometer?
b) How would this change if you were taking a group of friends home?
c) How would this change if you were riding with a driver friend who does not

drink?

d) How would this change if you were riding with an acquaintance who drinks
heavily?

1 2 4 6 8 10
will not take 1 drink 2 drinks 3 drinks 4 drinks drink as much
a drink as I please
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WAYS TO AVOID PEER PRESSURE

Decide how you feel
Ask yourself if you really want to go along with the pressures or if you are being
manipulated because they want control.

Do you want to get out from under the pressure?

Say no
Saying no repeatedly, simply, and firmly is very effective.

'Don't make excuses
Quoting a standard is OK, e.g., "I just don't like to smoke."

But making excuses gives others a chance to "talk around the excuse" and then you find
yourself in a corner.

Use your credit
When you are part of a group of friends you like them and they like you. They value
you for who you are and you have a special credit with them. People often try to use
that against "friends" if they are trying to manipulate them. You can turn it around
and use the friendship to protect yourself.

You can use that credit by saying some of these things: (any unwanted behavior can be
used in the blanks)

* You mean I have to to be your friend?
* If I have to to be your friend, then I don't want to be your friend.
* I like you guys and want to be around you, but not if I have to
* No, you shouldn't force me to and I don't really think you want me
to do something I don't want tF-a-O7-

* If you are my friends why would you want me to do something I don't want to do?

Recruit a friend
If you can turn to someone else in your group and see how th,ty feel, it reduces the
pressure on you. Even if they aren't agreeing with you, you have shown your strength
by asking someone else:

* Do you agree with them?
* Do you think I should try it?
* What do you think I should do?
* Do you think they are right?
* Are you going to smoke/drink?

Delay the decision
These are some things you can say to put off making a decision:

* Not now, maybe later.
* I don't feel like it right now.
* I'll tell you later.
* Change the subject.

Delaying a decision is very good for some pressures when you want to think about a
commitment. For example, you aren't sure you have time for an activity or even want
to do it. It gives you some time to think of how to say no.

The disadvantage is that you will have to give the person (or people) an answer
eventually.

The issue isn't solved; it is just delayed.
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12ECISIOU41AKINQ WORKSHEET

I. THE DECISION/WHY IT IS NEEDED!

II. IMPORTANT OUTCOMES (T want to achieve, avoid, preserve)

Outcome Need

III. CREATIVE ALTERNATIVES

Do any meet your priorities?
How do you feel about your choices?
Do you need more ideas?
If so, how can you get them?

IV. IF SOME OF YOUR ALTERNATIVES SEEM GOOD POSSIBILITIES, TROUBLESHOOT
THEM.

What could go wrong?

How could I improve my chances that this would work?
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POST-SURVEY FOR DECISION -MAKING

You may select 1-5 correct answers for the following questions.

1. Good decision-making strategy includes:

a. limiting your choices to simplify your decision.
b. expanding your alternative choices, thinking of many

possibilities.
c. making a list of what outcomes you want and prioritizing that

list.
d. using intuition as one tool to help make the decision.

e. troubleshooting your decision for possible problems.

2. To make good decisions, kids need to:

a. learn to evaluate the reliability of their sourc38.

b. learn they can delay their decisions.
c. rely heavily on their own knowledge.
d. understand the importance of potential outcomes.
e. depend on their peers.

3. The biggest barriers to making good decisions include:

a. social or cultural barriers that prevent us from seeing possible
good solutions.

b. the ability to recognize our own basic needs.
c. too many possibilities.
d. not recognizing the importance of actively making a decision.

e. ignoring our feelings.

4. Which type of process usually yields the best decision?

a. rely on intuition.

b. strictly rational, ignore intuition.
c. lotting whatever happens just happen.
d. using a balance of intuition and rational thought.
e. none of the above.

5. Describe 3 ways to find new alternatives or options when making a

decision.



PART 1,1

1. What did you think of the workshop overall?

2. Do you feel the "DIRE to be You" program, as explained, will benefit

your youth organization?

3. What aspect of the workshop did you like best?

4. What aspect did you like the least?

5. Please rate these portions of the program with EXCELLENT, ABOVE

AVERAGE, AVERAGE, BELOW AVERiGE, POOR:

Content of Program:

Activities:

Facilitators ability to communicate:

Packet Materials:

6. Lay additional comments?

D-56
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PRE-SURVEY FOR GROUP LEADER SKILLS WORKSHOP:

Select correct answers for each statement.

1. Group leaders should:

a. praise good responses from their group and simply accept poor

responses.
b. draw out quiet participants by asking direct questions of that

person.

a. accept all responses non-critically.
d. think of something to say if the group becomes quiet (no quiet

time allowed).
e. participate as equals in activities.

2. Affective education techniques are important because they:

a. are fun.

b. cause participants to personalize the knowledge.
c. are active and keep i7ids interested.
d. take little preparation.
e. result in greater reteLtion of knowledge.

3. Circle all true statements.

T F a. As group leaders in the DARE Program, we must impose our

strong value systems on children.
T F b. He conscious of your audience and try to make the activities

comfortable.
T F c. We must participate in activities because others learn from

our modeling.
T F d. We must hide our values to make the activities fair.

4. Ground rules for using affective techniques include:

a. accepting of others values.
b. allowing participants to pass.
c. having everyone respond.
d. participating as equals.
e. allowing everyone to comment on others responses, positively or

negatively.

r". r
t- j
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Lecturer

QUALITIES AND SKILLS OF GOOD GROUP LEADERS

Educator Trainer

- positive attributes -

Facilitators Hosts/Hostesses

- poor behaviors -

CO 1101



Ground rules:

ACCEPTING

PASSING

PARTICXPATING

D40 2



Skills:

v:4* A!,`1,.1....

ENCOURAGING

ACCEPTING

CLARIFYING

403
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0

Good Group Leader Skills

USE THESE SKILLS:

* CONSIDERATION AND SENSITIVITY TO AUDIENCE

* BE ORGANIZED, PREPARED

* GIVE CLEAR STATEMENT OF PURPOSE FOR ACTIVITY

* POSITIVE BODY LANGUAGE

WARMTH, HUMOR, EYE CONTACT, ENTHUSIASM,

BE WHO YOU ARE

* HONESTY

DON'T PRETEND BE SOMETHING YOU AREN'T OR

BELIEVE SOMETHING YOU DON'T

* PROCESS ACTIVITY

AVOID THESE BEHAVIORS:

* BEING LATE, HASSLED

* PUTDOWNS AND JUDGEMENTAL STATEMENTS

* DISTRACTING BEHAVIORS

* OVER-ORGANIZING OR FORCING PARTICIPATION

404
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OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS: Yes or No?

1. Do you agree with that?

2. How did you decide that?

3. Would you like to tell us more about that?

4. What are some other situations?

5. What do you'think about that?

6. What sort of values does this indicate?

7. What are some other choices?

8. How might you achieve your goal?

9. Do you think this right?

10. Are you ready to answer?
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POST-SURVEY FOR GROUP LEADER SKILLS WORKSHOP:

Select correct answers for each statement.

1. Group leaders should:

a. praise good renponees from their group and simply accept poor

responses. -`

b. draw out quie4 participants by asking direct questions of that
person.

c. accept all responses non-critically.
d. thint of something to say if the group becomes quiet (no quiet

time allowed).
e. participate as equals in activities.

2. Affective education techniques are important because they:

a. are fun.

b. cause participants to personalize the knowledge.
c. are active and keep kids interested.
d. take little preparation.
e. result in greeter rem:at:ion of knowledget_q

,

3. Circle all true statements.

T F a. As group leaders in the DARE Program, we must impose our
strong value systems on children.

T F b. Be conscious of your audience and try to make the activities
comfortable.

T F c. We must participate in activities because others learn from
our modeling.

T F d. We must hide our values to make the activities fair.

4. Ground rules for using affective techniques include:

a. accepting of others values.

b. allowing participants to pass.
c. having everyone respond.
d. participating as equals .
e. allowing everyone to comment on others responses, positively or

negatively.
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1. What did you think of the workshop overall?

2. Do you feel the 'DIRE to be You2 program, as explained, will benefit
your youth organization?

3. What aspect of the workshop did you like beat?

4. What aspect did you like the least?

5. Please rate these portions of the program with EXCELLENT, ABOVE
AVERAGE, AVERAGE, BELOW AVERAGE, POOR:

Content of Program:

Activities:

Facilitators ability to communicate:

Packet Materials:

6. Any additional comments?

41)7
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When Alice in Wonderland +vas trying to aecide which way to go during her travels, six asked the ChLahire Ca:,

:T WI-1i I 11111111i11111111(1e
^ "Would you tell me, please,
- which way I ought to go
- from here?"

titt,,,1111111111111.1110,

"That depends a good deal
on where ,ou want to get to,"
said the Cat.

.k11111111 11141 ttttt W114111111

"I don't much care where"
said Alice.

"Then it doesn't matter
- which way you go,"-
- said the Cat.

2:Ai 1)

If you don't care where you are going, then it really
doesn't matter which choice you make. However, if you do
care wnere you are going and ,f you know where that is,
then it not only makes a difference which way you go, but
it makes it easier for you to decide.

Deciding -vh;ch way to go requires first thi.t you decide
where you want to go to.



DARE to be You

A Challenge
code numberfiff

1. Is it hard to tell other kids when you
don't want to do what they want to do?

2. Could other kids ever talk you into doing
something you really don't want to do?

01Ini..11 41.mMOI =1M 111 11111

no

F---1 1

yes don t

know

1---" -1
no yes don t

know

Other kids are trying to get you to do something you don't want to do-].

Which of the following would be good ways to handle the situation?

J. Say no and walk away.

110

4. Say no and give an excuse.

5. Say no so they know how you feel, but
give in if they keep asking you.

6. Say no and keep saying no until
they stop asking.

7. Do what they ask so they leave you
alone and don't make fun of you.

8. Tell the'n "I don't want to decide
right now:" (put off the decision)

4 1 0
D"*67

no yes don't
know

no yes don't

know

no yes don t
know

----J "71
.

no yes don t
know

'

no yes don't
know

!

no
I 7---1

yes don't
know



-2-

9. Get angry and tell them to get lost.

10. Tell them that they shouldn't make
you do something you don't want to do.

no

no

yes C;-";
knowrj

I

yes don't
know

You want to stay friends with a group of kids. They are trying to get
you to do something you feel is wrong for you or something you haven't
decided about yet. Which answers can be used to say no and still keep
their friendship?

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

"Maybe, just this once."

"You mean I have to do that to be
your friend?"

Ask another friend in the group,
"Do you go along with what they
want me to do?"

"You guys are really stupid. Get
lost!"

"Do I have to decide right now?"

"You are always pushing people
around."

"Do I have to do that to be your
friend?"

"No, I don't want to do that."

no yes

no yes

nErTrio yes

no yes

no yes

no yes

,
1

;

.

no yes

no yes

1-71
don t
know

don't
know

T.
know

don t
know

don't
know

don't
know

don
H
t

know

don't
know
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19. When I have to decide something,
it is best to have only two choices.

20. When I have to decide something, the
best decision is the first choice I
think of.

21. Putting off a decision can help me
make the right choice.

22. Everything will turn out OK even if
I don't make any decisions.

23. Each choice in a decision has its
own risks.

no yes don't
know

no yes
1

don't
know

rTh
no yes rirfor

know

no yes don t
know

no yes don t
know

24. The risk involved in any given
decision is the same for everyone
that makes that decision.

no yes don t
know

25. My birthday is / /

Month/Day/Year

26. I am a boy: t girl 77

D-69
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DARE to be You

. What Have You Learned?lc*
Oil

code number
,MMO ...MY NOD amt.= N. Nem,

1. Is it hard to tell other kids when you
don't want to do what they want to do?

2. Could other kids ever talk you into doing
something you really don't want to do?

no

no

yes
I.

don't

know

I i

I L

yes don't
know

Other kids are trying to get you to do something you don't want to do.
Which of the following would be good ways to handle the situation?

3. Say no and walk away.

4. Say no and give an excuse.

5. Say no so they know how you feel, but
give in if they keep asking.you.

6. Say no and keep saying no until
they stop asking.

7. Do what they ask so they leave you
alone and don't make fun of you.

8. Tell them "I don't want to decide
right now:" (put off the decision)

, 1 I

L I...____A I

no yes don't
know

no

no

no

I

no

no

yes

!

yes

I

yes

I

don't

know

don't

know

don't
know

yes don't
know

yes don't
know

D-70
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9. Get angry and tell them to get lost.

10. Tell them that they shouldn't make
you dc something you don't want to do.

no

no

You want to stay friends with a group of kids. They are trying to get
you to do something you feel is wrong for you or something you haven't
decided about yet. Which answers can be used to say no and still keep
their friendship?

11. "Maybe, just this once."

12. "You mean I have to do that to be
your friend?"

13. Ask another friend in the group,
"Do you go along with what they
want me to do?"

14. "You guys are really stupid. Get
lost!"

15. "Do I have to decide right now?"

16. "You are always pushing people
around."

17. "Do I have to do that to be your
friend?"

18. "No, I don't want to do that."

no yes

no

FT
no yes

no

no

[

no

I.

no

no

r

D-71

don't
know

i

don't
know

1 1

don't
know

Idon'ti

know

I

don't
know

Pi
don't

know

don't
know
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19. When I have to decide something,
it is best to have only two choices. LI

no yes don't
know

20. When I have to decide something, the-
best decision is the first choice I
think of.

no yes

21. Putting off a decision can help me
make the right choice.

no yes

22. Everything will turn out OK even if
I don't make any decisions.

23. Each choice in a decision has its
own risks.

24. The risk involved in any given
decision is the same for everyone
that makes that decision.

F---] 7-1
no yes

no yes

I I

don't

know

'Foie
know

don't

know

don t
know

no yes don't
know

25. My birthday is / /

Month/Day/Year

26. I am a boy f--1 girl [

27. Have you had the Health Education Curriculum (Berkley Program)?

No, I have not.
Yes, less than one school year.

Yes, more than one school year but less than two years.
Yes, more than two years.

28. The activities were fun.

411 29. I feel I learned something during this
meeting.

D-72
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Color Group

NORTH HIGH PREVIEW

It's Up to You

At North High, as compared to Skinner, my responsibility:

I don't know

ni
1. To arrange to make up tests will be

.2. To select a career will be

3. To choose classes will be

4. To pick friends will be

5. To decide to attend class will be

6. To get help with classwork will be

Birthday

month/day/year

less the same greater

= LI =
ED ED
E I =
Li = CI
= F-1 1---]

i

7. To make a good decision, you need to limit
your choices and not try to think of lots
of options.

8. To make a good decision, you need to think of
what will happen as a result of your cice
(good and bad).

9. Ask your friends because what is good fcr
them is good for you too.

4 6
D-73
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Color Group

NORTH HIGH ?REVIEW

It's Up to You

At North High, as compared to Skinne', my responsibility-

I don't know

I. To arrange to make up tests will be

2. To select a career will be

3. To choose classes will be

4. To pick friends will be

5. To decide to attend class will be

6. To get help with classwn.-k will be

Birthday

month/day/year

less the same greater

LJ
1-1

I 1

71 I I 7-1

EJ
I 1I EJ

7. To make a good decision, you need to limit
your choices and not try to think of lots
of options.

8. To make a good de:ision, you need to think of
what will happen as a result of your choice
(good and bad).

9. Ask your friends because what is good for
them is good for you too.

Did you enjoy the presentation?

I don't know Yes Nc

Do yol. feel you learned anything about North High?

What was the most important thing you learned?

D-74



RISKOMETER

0 A GAMBLE: You have $10 to play a game one time. Where would you put your bet?

a. As yourself.

Keep the $10
& don't play

1 in 2 chance
of winning $20

1 in 5 chance

of winning $50

b. How would you play if you were a rich person?

(D
c. How would you play if you were a poor person?

1 in 100 chance
of winning $1000

CUTTING CLASS: You are a sophomore in high school. Your best friends often
want you to cut class and go downtown. If you do you miss an important class.

How many classes could you miss:

4. If you're getting an "A" and need that "A" to get into a special school
you've chose-1?

0 classes 1 class 2 classes 3 classes

\ 1

b. If ycur grades were borderline between a C and 0?

As many as
you please

c. If you didn't care about your future (if you ended up unemployed)? You
just wanted to hang out.

d. If you hated the class but needed the training to get a job you wanted
in the future?

fli

D-75
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GOAL LINE STRATEGY

MY NUMBER 1 GOAL
Steps:
I.
2.

Steps:
I.
2.

3.

Steps:

I.
a.
3.

#3

My goal for
NEXT YEAR

My goal for
NEXT MONTH

.:.-

Steps:
I.

2.

3.

# 4
My goal for

NEXT WEEK

KICK OFF YOUR FUTURE

D-76



WHO OR wRAT?

Who or what influences your decision about what clothes U3 buy or wear, what food toeat, what movie to see? For each item below, check whether you are influenced byparents, friends, boy/girlfriends, teachers/counselors, clergy, magazines, TV. Ifmore than one of these influences you in your choice, indicate which is mostinfluential with a #1, next most influential with a #2, and so on.

Boyfriend/ Teachers/
Parents Friends Girlfrievd Counselors Clergy Media Cther

Clothes

Hair
Style

Food

Classes

Curfew

Dates

Movies

Friends

Reading
Material

Sexual
Behavior

420
D-77
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CAREERS LIST

Teacher

School Counselor
Athletic Coach
Nurse

Doctor
Pharmacist
Dentist
Medical/D ntal Tczhnologist/Technician
Dental Hygienist
Occupational Therapist
Optometrist
Veterinarian
Engineer
Chemist/Physicist
Geologist
Clergy
Draftsman
Survev-Jr

Economist
Historian

Political Scientist
Sociologist
Accountant
Advertising

Marketing Research Worker
Personnel Worker
Public Relations Worker
Purchasing Agent
Musician
Actor/Actress
Architect
Commercial Artist
Forester
Home Economist
Industrial Designer
Interior Designer
Landscape Architect
Lawyer
Librarian

Newspaper Reporter
Photographer
Psychologist

Social Worker
Secretary
Typist
Bookkeeper
Cashier
Clerk
Salesman/Saleswoman
Insurance Agent

Real Estate Salesman

D-78

FBI Agent
Fireman
Policeman
Barber
Beauty Operator
Carpenter
Painter/Paperhanger
Plumber/Pipefitter
Bricklayer
Electrician
Roofer
Cement Mason
Sheet Metal Worker
Printing Pressman
Mechanic
Repairman
Machinist
Truck Driver
Taxi/Bus Driver
Heavy Equipment Operator
Gasoline Station Attendant
Baker
Stewardess/Pilot
Bank Officer
Bank Teller
Farmer
Extension Agent
Soil Conservationist
Post Office Occupation
Armed Forces
Hotel Manager/Assistant
Radio-TV Announcer
Waitress/Waiter
Cook
Telephone Operator
Housekeeper
Mother/Father

1;21



Characteristics Worksheet

Like

Child
Your Not

Your

Do you see
Like this as a
Child good trait?

Yes No1 2 3 4

1. Very talkative 31. Confident

2. Quiet

-
32. Humble

3. High energy level

-
33. Dexterous

4. Calm

-
34. Gentle

5. Helpful

-
35. Strong

6. Persistent

-
36. Curious

7. Questioning/inquisitive

-
37. Attractive

8. Demanding

-
38. 45kes things

9. Loud

-
. Secure

10. Soft-spoken

-
40. Neat

11. Manipulative

-
41. Accepts responsibility

12. Creative

-
42. Works well alone

13. Artistic

-
43. Works well with others

14. Musical

-
44. Likes to be indoors

15. Dances

-
45. Likes to be outdoors

16. Athletic

-
46. Even tempered

17. Scholarly

-
47. Sensitive to others

18. Reliable

-
48. Stubborn

19. Highly self-motivated

-
49. Lazy

20. Obedient

-
50. Friendly

21. Wild/defiant

-
51. Easy to get along with

22. Assertive

-
52. Kind to others

23. Aggressive

-
53. Good with animals

24. Humorous

-
54. Good with plants

25. Serious

-
55. Gond with domestic arts

26. Sharing 56. Good with children

27. Open 57. Analytical

28. Willing to learn (change/grow) 58. Perceptive

29. Listens well 59. Religious

30. Modest 60. Likes to take risks

4 (,) 2

Like Your Not Like
Child Your Child

1 2 3 4

Do you ree
this as a
good trait?

Yes No



Like
Me

1 2

Characteristics Worksheet
Mot Do you see
Like this as a
Mt good trait?

3 4 Yes No

1. Very talkative 31. Confident

2. Quiet 32. Humble

3. High energy level 33. Dexterous

4. Calm 34. Gentle

5. Helpful 35. Strong

6. Persistent 36. Curious

7. Questioning/inquisitive 37. Attractive

8. Demanding 38. Makes things

9. Loud 39. Secure

40.10. Soft-spoken Neat

11. Manipulative 41. Accepts responsibility

12. Creative 42. Works well alcne

13. Artistic 43. Works well with others

t, 14. Musical 44. Likes to be indoors
oo 15. Dances 45. Likes to be outdoors

16. Athletic 46. Even tempered

17. Scholarly 47. Sensitive to others

18. Reliable 48. Stubborn

19. Highly self-motivated 49. Lazy

20. Obedient E.O Friendly

21. Wild/defiant 51. Easy to get along with

22. Assertive 52. Kind to others

23. Aggressive 53. Good with animals

24. Humorous 54. Good with plants

25. Serious 55. Good with domestic arts

26. Sharing 56. Goo( wixh children

27. Open 57. Analytical

28. Uilling to learn (change/grow) Perceptive

p.
58.

29. Listens well 59. Religious

30. Modest 60. Likes to take risks

Like
Me

Not
Like

Me

1 2 3 4

Do you see
this as a
good trait?

Yes No

425



SAMPLE RESOURCE LIST

HUMAN RESOURCES

Admired acquaintances
Athletes
Attorneys
Clergy
Clinic workers
Close friends - peers
Counselors
Dieticians
Doctors
Exercise specialists
Family members
Mechanics
Nurses
Pharmacists
Physical therapists
Physicians
Policemen
Principals
Probation officers
Psychologists
Relatives
School counselors
Social workers
Teachers in childrens schools
Curandero(a)
Partera
Senora

NON-HUMAN RESOURCES

Art galleries
Books
Crisis centers
Doctors offices
Films and filmstrips
Games
Health clinics
Libraries
Magazines
Movies
Museums
Newspapers
Parks
Phonograph records and tapes
Radios
Televisions
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HISPANIC RORPTATIONS

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIRLS

ADULT WORKSHOP SERIES

The adult workshop series in Section A is designed to provide basic
understanding and skills that are applicable cross-culturally. These
supplementary materials cover ethnic related issues as they affect
self-concept, self-responsibility, communications, role modeling, and
decision-making processes.

The supplement is to be used side by side with the corresponding
worlahop in Section A. You may actually "pull" out this section and use
it with the workshop as outlined on pages A-1 through A-105.

This supplementary packet will follow the outline of the workshops in
the manual suggesting how the additional activities and discussion
questions may be used. These activities also may be used independently
to address the specific issues.*

Five primary issues are addressed:

- Transition between traditional and current values and lifestyles
- Maturity - looking at cultural views and expectations
- Biculturalism**

- Prejudice, Racism, Stereotypes
- Ethnic identity

An acculturation scale is included, page E-23, for optional use at the
beginning or during the series of workshops.

* The group leader may choose to use the term chicano instead of hispanic.

** A culture is defined as a set of values and behaviors that is shared by a
group of people. Bicultural defines a person that is able to live and func-
tion comfortably in two different cultures.

E -1



MEM garne

See page A-10.

Add #4 - Something I like about myself;thatga true-becauee
hispanic (chicano). Examples: knOwintrlyAieritaie:giveenie*-eanse of
being *rooted" and centered, I feel I teloni*OikenOPOrtedM14,
family.

This activity is an important introductory activityl-avparentS,Must be
able to express and feel positively about:themaelires anUtheir,ethnic

identify to really enable a positive self-concept in their, children. A
positive workshop activity can enhance this.

1. behavior knowledge

See page A-13.

Teaching a new skill is a positive way to increase self-concept through
behavior.

Parents may wish to discuss how this aspect of development might be
differenc because of ethnicity; how they feel they personally have been
affected.

Here are several activities that parents (or other adults) can use with
their children to develop self-concept around ethnicity and
biculturalism; to keep their ethnic heritage but also be able to
incorporate current societal akills:

* Have parents make a list of traditional skills they can share with
their Children. (Brainstorm a list.)

* Encourage parents to help the child (using little achievable
challenges) learn a traditional family skill: cooking, music, dance,
a craft or an art, folk medicine. Invite one or two of the child's
friends over and have them all learn at the same time.

E-3.
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* As a .pares; modek plat botA-,traditional and,:aewcan:-Pe:,014-learci.
non4riditiOn44411 (a neWrocii*A7#,W*94',,:or-**W Sticmrrhow

boilh--calnliOri:tbgetheriv-ehhallWeitikir4K'''iii64hOther:
rea y

,."
,

Learningikills to;uae inl4i44!***
seictracepL Thevetkrre444-
30001. 4m,threatp,t0O-Wi$11-t!
40440:.-WW,912 t4iO4ise-00+0,
eaps9414 A*Perie,h0iilit
to let parents look at thedwiii
idel4fttódeporsiii*e ápówôr
children.,

ty,)41449,00'hig4
*tin

is
11A4PA,A44,X ess4Ped

1:0 thea
3es#1:10i0.0040144.6oeia

Have parents brainstorm a list of:reaaon*kids,dropout.
up with a list that looks like this

- See no need for class information
- Friends'pressure

- MOney'importaat eo want a job during school
- Encounter prejudice

- Learning within the existing sistem is too difficult
- Pregnancy, alcOhol, drugs, depression
- Get behind in work and can't catch up
- Have set no attainable goals

- ron't know how to find help, support systems
- Teadhers indifferent
- Classrooms unruly

- Difficult to study in home environment

They may coke

(If these items aren't included on the parent's brainstorm lists, the
group leader needs to include these points in processing this part of
the program.)

When this list is complete have parents break into groups of 2-3 and
think of possible ways to approadh several of the problems. Emphasize
that any small positive step is important and they should identify
several, small steps for each problem. (An alternative is to assign two
problems to each group.) Give a couple of examples from the list below:

Problem Positive Steps for Parents

Child sees no need for an Parent participation in CAREERS
education. activity (page E-8).

Parent attitude positive and
supporting about finishing school.

Parent points out admired person
who finished school.

Parent learns goal setting
activities in Decision-Making
Workshop, page A-75, and uses with
children.

Find influential teen/peer
respected by child to talk about
importance of education.

431
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Child :thinks earning,money

noivi0 :more important than
studying, for later.

Child encounters prejudice
and is turned against
school.

Child finds work too
difficult, gets behind.

Other possible actions:

Par,12,4143,015°Ie(
40,14a/1341;!*':10*r

0444.4.616SaethØset"

i'AlM'OrRe

4144"..
or 4an
poke:4, attli ba tow

1.*0,0*.otkis4.1.1Tc..

4400i
-ligr' PC

inte

-.44#44!,bicóii

-STEREOTYPING
Uarè-s

eoome.aore

PP,4411
for Minbritir744MC ors:

Encourage and allot; homework "time
at home.

Find,a, family Member or neighbor
to he10 with.Work.

Parent participates in learning
good communioation skills and helps
children learn twask for help.
Invite friends to Note for

homework and snacks.

- Parents meet teachers, learn what children need to do.
- Parents help children set goals, think about future, values, etc.
- Parents help build self-concept as covered in Workshop I.
- Parents learn decision-making, communication skills, and self-

responsibility in following workshops and share jay of those skills
with ahildren.

Have the whole group brainstorm a master list of possible actions with
subgroup work as a Starting point.

To end this session have parents write two positive steps they will take
to enable their children to stay in school.

E-5
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See page C-.6.

Add to the dimennnion quettions. ?/.5Opifigitellt-lrOk:Of**t
comes frbi",being hispanic.* Soie'adiiii,44440a*beba*Or
your bulture.2

Have parents partitipate in this activity firat as,theiSelym4,4t',14-
" , .and then as themselves now.

Discussion questions (for parents):
, .

1. What are the di2ferenoe3 betyw,tpe way ,you-wduld'have-
responded as a Child and the WAY You-think Your bbildren:vould
respond?

2. What differences in values,400i-this refiettl
3. What are someways to encourage pride in heritage as part of a

child,s selfconcept?
4. How do you'.perionally feel about your ethnicity (children

usually eharepirentz Feelings).

Reinforce that the parents need to notite-an4 roWard children's
positive attitudes. Have the grouvfocut%o#40044'Afeellinis
about tr\ditional values. lliv040m disbUii(144040Y,Can do to
increase NersonA pride in teeitage: .BeatiariOik traditibnal Vs.
new cultural values and hoithatatiects pride.

positive memories from childhood

See page A-16.

Many current households do not work like traditional households.
With both-Oaren41 working or in one parent families, there may,be a
gap between the traditional mother's role and the 'father assuming
part of that role (he is absent or simply isn't comfortable filling
the mother's role because of tradition).

413
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Ara Paiitidipan4 tii ,IriisMbkt.". thiiii:.ohiii.dhood, ,4*;r3 04 9. c'
was- hake 'the* 'i,:44 CiF46401W4,01.44-1: nee, ;, iiolf:(4-:ii, gyr,:hiCei:ye

.,..,...-
theit 090:',Oek etv, e , mry, cy : sPwriP.l.r;tim0 IChat.**.!

Have the participahts Makerla
. ,

Now -have theta aniuse the Sa Se:,44.4
their chi.ldran.

ksk: IS it realistic to,eipeCt eavt0haveT,z
that you,hae WhaCdo\you:,:hay n
cam,yoU great* aJkOia sitiv smut,.
sensitiiity to thote,feelings* 1137:. ancIF e
selfOoCcePt?

Discussion Should be very carefiLlWdeggced, to.tepoNognm*,,
and hopeful. Brainstorm for ideasAi4-4/0,-tiese specifia4eSiXive
steps parents can take to fill in,,the'lapr

- Find something (several things,are even-hetterOve:p00.0.ve
comments on everydayl seep,trackOtiyourAIOSitiv*Ofbr aimak!
Recruit other family members ane friends fOri thi4:toO.

- Make little blocks of time for kidi at the."moStimpoOa0.
moments" of the day. Willingly,givih01040414404tion
is a very important positive reflection.
first 10 minutes (after sdhool for', t1;eii.Oaftei0i6iKOiv
parents) and the last 10 minutesl,e0r*Iaeat#*--SedtiMe-Trayel4s
can work here. So does sharing the daYtt'experiiencesa!'steryt

rt- help with homework. Remember to keep these tiMes noncititical and
positive.

- ToucLing is also a wonderful positive reflection -- hugs,
touches, pats.

3. recognizing the negative

See page A-17.

Use STEREOTYPES activity, page C-421 with parents. Add discussion
questions.

See Teen Workshop, Responsibility Section, E-37 for dealing with
negatives from prejudice. What effects do prejudice/stereotypes have on
self-concept/behavior? On the judging side? How true are most
stereotypes? Why? One culture often views an attribute as good,
another views it as bad, how can this be harmful? Helpful? Where do
stereotypes originate?
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k" Instructions: Have:liaitent**0004Kop -7.:4iik'!. dtieii-,4i:4-..;

i,. "model* for this
aCitiy4y._-14040ii:040:44444**ten,to

,-

..: list, on a piece nk:Odper,
as,nank.--Caelr*jWg4ati4e- 'at they

picture for that Child: --,
.,

- .

l'- Develop a master list of cai.ear_ideaS,On4:tiiponait. Zee if
parents can come up with aore careeis_(bOinit04 anCli*.iP

Use job aards or job lists to exPialdiii,..3-
rt

Have the participants spend 2-3 minutes looking over the expanded
: list and seleating several more typet of jobs.therfeel would fit

I.. '. . ,
-

Purpose: To validate.differenoede4#14**,,040tial*::,,, -

materitas: Job lists lor''*a01,-c,i**Y".titA4:4041**44140,-0,(group leadet. ah§i*vot.0.iii)4.4.0c,-#14kcsi# pei
flipohati, nue saroo.*;.:.

their ahild.

Have the participants put away their lists to use later'and go on
to the STRENGTHS activity. These activities will be linked
together later.

* You may make cards that each have several of the career6 on the
list. Them have participants use those to make up a master list.
This increases audience input.

strengths

Purpose: To have parents identify children's strong points, to
have thea see and value some characteristics they baven't
previously identified, to have them relate strengths to future
oareer,pursuits.

Materials: Characteristic cards, paper and pencils.

E-8 435
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The important outcOme of-th4H-404#004040400:,:pAro#0,
consciously:think-a:2a value:Ank-4*halWre,d0-
unattiibuted,Sirengths their Cfii10,044i4.1

The following discussion ties the STRENGTHS activity to the CAREERS
activity.

Looking at the positive characteristics you listed for4eur
child and the potential careers, try to-finkEmorer,tt;04:,of jobs
(ones you haven't already listed) in wnich,lome:ef the.,?dhilcitS,
characteristics would be beneficial. Try telind a.oareer that
might benefit from a characteristic your child has that,you don't
necessarily value.

EXAMPLES FOR STRENGTHS AND CAREERS:

gbaractertatia 22tuttia.L.garau

Real talkative Teaching
Quiet Research, journalism,

accounting
High energy level Reporter, administrator,

athlete
Helpful Medical/social aervices,

ministry

How can you learn to notice the good characteristics in your

dhild that might not fit a traditional value but be very valuable
in new ways?

One of the major factors underlying a negative self-concept is
the absence of a positive view of oneself and one's role in the
future..

You may give au example that will be relevant to your audience.
Different examples may be used to fit the specific value systems of
your audience. The following examples are given as a model and may
not necessarily relate to your particular participants.

Boys may not be encouraged to pursue a higher education or
even complete high school by their parents. This may be true
because the parents believe that boys should help support tha
family. Or similarly, girls may not be encouraged to get an

I ""
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We aa parents can be conscious of neie
take:

- Try to notice apti be open to a.lo rsben-pdaitiire-,-
attributea even if they,donib:fi44e00,50#4044*.-

- Picture some career*-that'lireliManibi#4.the4h4d* to
notice goOdivleModelnwanOXPOpeotO04,4#11*W4ep

4:,;

- Talk about a varioy'9e*iei*::q4pWiO440*gi104
...-..ideas that the Ohild,liken.-, 4:46-4tP4hinOhemAntO:liatterns

that are uncomfortable tor-them.: --
- Find out about careers and training for careeln available

locally.

(Facilitator: Check with high schools, local voatech schools,
junior colleges, the job service for career suggestions.)

Another good activity for validating differences is STEREOTYPES, page
C-42.

5. creating a secure environment
See page A-20.

In many families, sooial pressures, financial needs, and priorities
have-dhanged so that fa:alien-work differently than in the'Pant:
Traditionally a zother was home when the-ohild,,got home-oo,anense of
secUri4, ot being nurtured,. Wael*e,0' muchli evidenee. In:many cases
Mother's now-have to-Workt'or thetraditional extended fayaily has broken
down. Ofteh a gap exists. The father,-mak be undoicoitablo about,
unat4e, or just not presfint to help fill that.vacuum. Nary feel it just
isn't macho.

The_most *portant step here is to somehow Still'makethe home. a place
whern4nnehild feels.nurtured and-secure even...40-40***bact time.
Th4AMOunt Of time-isn't aS iitrortant an the envirOnOnnt-oreated.,

'
w
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Have parents identify one single small way they could increase the sense
of security/belonging:

- Let them know you love them for themselves (despite their actions),
not for what they do or provide.

- Call home to see if everything is OK.
- Have a special place for the child tc gt or to check in each day.
- Hold a family council where every family member has a say and no one

is discounted (see Communications Section for a description). Listen
to children when they want to talk.

6. role modeling self - esteem

See page A-21.

Have parents analyze whether they provide a traditional or current "role
model." What characteristics do they want their children to keep? To
change? What special characteristics that are hispanic would you like
to see them keep? How do they feel about themselves? Children pick up
feelings from parents. Increasing the parent's self-concept will
improve the Child's self-concept.

Note: Perceived "menial job status" contributes to low self-esteem.
Emphasize importance of all work, pride in doing a job well no matter
what it is. The work isn't important, how well it is done is!



WORKSHOP II COMMUNICRT1ONS

These are suggested additions to the Adult Communicatns Works'lop.

role model

Our models communicate patterns for children to follow as they mature.
Normal children want to mature quickly. They try to assume outward
manifestations of what they see as being ngrownup." However, as old
traditions break down, sex roles and social pressures change, children
are often confused about what it means to be an adult. Many times they
think being grownup requires being sexually active, having children,
using alcohol or drugs, smoking, and being out of school and working.
They often do not see some of the most important characteristics of
maturity.

Have parents participate in the GROWNUPS activity, page c-37, and
pretend they are 11-13 years old. Have them list things they thought
were grown up at that age or that they think children view as grown up
now.

Most of the cnaracteristics will fall under behavioral, physical, or
social classifications:

Examples:

Behavioral - work, have children, tell kids what to do (control), smoke,
use alcohol, stay up late, sexual activities.
2hvsical - grownup body characteristics, strong.
Social - go to parties, be married, have friends.

Have the participants think of things they hear adults say that
reinforce a child thinking that some potentially harmful behaviors are
"grownup."

Examples: "No, you can't have a cigarette until you are a big
girl,"

"You aren't old enough to go to the bar with dad."

What other things do they see in the media, hear in modern songs?

How do these messages encourage them to be involved in problem
behaviors?

To complete the activity, have participants add five more
characteristics of maturity that may not be obvious to cL.4.1dren.

E- 13



Try to draw out some of the following characteristics:

Behavioral: help others
Emotional: stability, ability to care for self and others, understands
basic needs, assumes responsibility for self, selflessness.
Social: contributes to community, maintains a home, understands how to
fill basic needs in a socially acceptable manner, ability to listen to
others.

Intellectual: have knowledge of skills/money management, can think
through problems, can understand ethical issues.

Lead a discussion of what adults can share with children on the above
list - decision-making processes, pain, joy. The values of privacy and
protecting children may be in conflict with sharing some mature issues
with children. What compromises could be made to help children learn?
Discuss the value of seeing small stages of adult problem solving, etc.
Have each participant think of one way they personally could expand
their ohild's perception of maturity.

Emphasize the importance of adults sharing truly mature characteristics,
the processes of thinking through a probl m, deciding what is
appropriate for different circumstances.

Another dimension to this activity is to add male and female
characteristics of maturity, both traditional and current views.

Conclude with a discussion that the role parents play at home is an
indelible pattern for their child's understanding of his or her future
role in society.

sensitivity enrdses
411.

The only way to communicate with children is to relate to the way they
are thinking and feeling and to communicate on that level. The
following exercise gives parents an opportunity to experience a child's
viewpoint.

turning the tables

Have the group identify a list of acceptable actions that adults
enjoy, things that are a very important part of their social
interactions.

- church

- family dinners
- going out with friends

E -14



- visiting with neighbors
- going to work (a job you really want and like)

Divide into subgroups of five. Four people are to act as children;
one the parent. Suddenly the tables are turned. The Children have
the "power" over the parent. They set the rules.

Have the "parent" coose a very important aspect of their lives.

The children call the parent in to discuss the "behavior" and
forbid it. Role play. (Use the techniques you would use on your
own children.)

Di3cussion: Ask "parent" how it feels. Why? What would work the
besr? Feel the best? Be the most likely to draw out rational
discuzsion?

Discuss the traditional issue of parental respect and power versus
new issue of Children's equality.

Discuss how a traditional view of authority can cause a breakdown
in communications and ways to overcome the breakdown (e.g., I
messages, listening wcills).

Refer to Communications activities, pages A-29 through A-43.
Emphasize the importance of empathizing with feelings as a way to
reduce barriers of communications.

I messages

See page A-36.

Optional scripts to define "I Messages."

4 Your replacement is late for his (her) shift. You can't leave. You
have to work late which means you can't attend an important family
gathering. When he (she) finally appears:

You messages:

a. Worker (angrily): You lazy bum, nobody can depend on you. You
ahould be fired.

Co-worker (also angry): You think you are some hot shot. Why
should I be here just because you want to leave!

I messages:

b. Worker (more calmly): I'm feeling really angry. I needed to
be home an hour ago and couldn't leave until you came. My
plans are all messed up. If you can't be on time next time,
get a replacement.

44.1
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Co-worker (calmly): I didn't mean to put you out. I'll try to
be on time from now on.

5. Your child's teacher is coming down hard and you feel it is unfair.
You are called to a meeting:

You messages:

a. Parent (angrily): You are just prejudiced, you don't give my
kid chance.

Teacher (equally angry): I can see why your kid has problems.
If you were a better parent, he (she) would have a chance.

messages:

b. Parent (more calmly): I feel my child isn't being judged
fairly. I know he (she) has had some trouble but he (she) also
has some good qualities. It'd like to see those mentioned,
too. Maybe with a positive approach we can solve the problem.

Teacher (also calm): I will try to see both sides. Let's find
some way to remedy the problem.

assertive behavior

See page A-41.

Add discussion:

How does hispanic culture affect assertiveness? How would it
change between you and a grandparent, a co-worker, a spouse? (Remember:
Assertiveness emphasizes being equally sensitive to personal needs as
well as the needs of others.)

What pecific barriers to being assertive occur in hispaaics?
(Religion, women with husbands, children with adults, outside the
fRmily) What ways can be used to reduce these barriers? (Practice,
start small, practice with a friend)

Using assertive communication is a choice. A person may choose not to
exert that right and not feel guilty. The important thing is that a
person understands the choice and can decide between the options of what
will happen if you do and if you don't.
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resisting peer pressure

You may also want to discuss the impact a cultural identity has on.the
ability to resist peer pressures.

- The need to be perceived as being like the dominant culture.
- The need to be strongly accepted by a group because of prejudices

encountered in other social interactions.

Factors like this can make children more susceptible to pressures.

Parental feelings and role models are very important to identify. How

the parent handles these peer and social pressures will affect the
children's patterns.

4 4 3
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WORKSHOP III SELF-RESPONSIBILITY

time line of responsibility

See page A-58.

You may want to add:

- Quit school to help support family
- Quit school and go to work
- Attend public instead of religious or private school
- Make a personal choice on church attendance
- Be out of the house without parents knowing where
- Follow direction of friends instead of family

responsibility - internal control

See page A-62.

Optioaal activity after the discussion:

Have the adults in the workshop identify three actions they have taken
that were internally controlled and three that were externally
controlled.

Examples: "I decided not to get upset when my sister-in-law gos3lped
about me." (Internal Control)

"I was upset when I stayed home and made dinner for my
husband's family when I wanted to be with my visiting
grandmother." (Externally Controlled)

Discuss how background and culture affect this. Have participants find
one area where they are externally controlled that they would like to
change to be more internally controlled.

/* 4
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taking responsibility

See page A-65.

You may want to add:

"I have to take care of my sister's children."
"I have to let my children go to the concert with their friends."
"I have to tolerate my spouses drinking/temper/nagging."

Role models for external control - Have parent classify several of the
child's role models.

the rescuing game

See page A-72.

Discussion should include finding cultural patterns for rescuing, being
a victim or a persecutor. Are these beneficial or not? Why?

Example: Over protecting a young girl from social realities is rescuingher. She is forced into a victim or powerless role.



WORKSHOP IV DECISION MRK1NG

needs

See page A-78.

To add cultural relevance to this activity have adults brainstorm
special forms needs take that they or their children have specifically
because of their hispanic background. Select one or two of these needs.
Identify, for these needs, some potential harmful behaviors children (or
adults if you are working with the adult needs) may engage in to fill
the needs. Then come up with a list of more healthy behaviors that can
meet the same needs.

Conclude discussion so parents realize children (and their behaviors)
are motivated by very real needs. One way to reduce unwanted behaviors
is to help them find healthy ways to meet the same needs.

Example: The need to belong or feel loved, get special attention
from loved ones.

Potentially harmful behavior - become pregnant to have
baby to love.

Healthy behavior - get young person involved in a
rewarding activity, e.g., dance group.

the most important thing

See page A-81.

Discuss how tradition and ethnicity affect the priorities.

Point out that making a personal priority list (as done in this
activity) can help with difficult decisions later if a person thinks
about it.

Example: If teenagers put family as a top priority they may think twice
before getting involved with drugs. If they put their future as a
priori...1r it might prevent them from dropping out of school.
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deciding on important outcomes

See page A-85.

Pages C-57 through C-64 list several activities that help adults and
children look at values and important issues.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING activity can be reinforcPd by any of these
activities to give a background (if needed) for this section.

You may add to the list of need examples a spiritual need to follow
God's wishes.

finding creative alternatives

See page A-86.

In finding good solutions and new perspectives (page 1-87) have
participants work through the alternatives activity on page C-70.

What resources would you or your children find comfortable using?
What resources are available that you aren't comfortable using? Why?
How could mod,asty/need for privacy interfere with making good decisions?
Try to find one "new" resource you would be willing to use. How can you
model for your children using resources to make good decisions?

How can cultural influences inhibit and/or assist good decisions?

putting the pieces together
See page A-89.

Additional discusaion questions:

What cultural patterns are helpful in making decisions? Whicn ones are
potentially harmful? How can looking at one's own decision-making
processes help children make better decisions?
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3. Maclean Amencan
4. Spanish American. Latin American.

Hispanic American. American
5. Anglo American or othor

4. Which ethnic identificalion does (dtd)
your mother use?
1. Mexican
2. Chicano
3. Mexican Amencan
4. Spanish. Hispanic. Latui American.

American
5. Anglo American or other

5. Which ethnic identilicalion doos (did)
put lather use?
1. Mexican
2 Chicano
3. Mexican American
4. Spanish. Hispanic. Latin American.

American
5. Anglo American or other

6-7. Whal was Ihe ethnic ongin of the
hiends and peers you had, as a child
up to age 6? -(tee codes 1-5
below)
horn 6 lo 18? --(use codes 1-5
below)
1. Almost exclusively Mexicans. Chl-

canes, Mexican Amencans (LA
RAZA)

2. Mostly Mexicans. Chicanos. Mex-
ican Amoricans

3 About equally Rata (Mexicans.
Chicanos. or Mexican Amer:cans)
and Anglos or other ethnic groups

4 Mostly Angles. Blacks, or other
ethnic groups

5 Almost exclusively Anglos. Blacks.
or other ethnic groups

8 Whom do you now associale with in the
outside cornniunity?
I Almost exclusively Mexicans, Chi-

canos. Mexican Amoncans (t a Rata)
2 Mostly Mexicans. Chicanos. Maxi.

can Americans
3 About equally /laza (Mexicans. Chi.

canes, or Mexican Amencans) and
Angtos or other ethnic groups

4 Mostly Anglos. Blacks, or olhor eth-
nic groups

5 Almost exclusively Anglos. Blacks,
or olliat ethnic groups

9 What ts your music preference?
I Only Spanish
2 Mostly Spanish
3 Equally Spanish and English
4 Mostly English
5 English only

10 What is your TV viewing preletence?
1 Only programs in Spanish
2 Mostly programs in Spanish
3 Equally Spanish and Eny.ish pro-

grams

4 48

3. Mexico American°
4. Espanol Amencano, Latino Ameri-

cana Hispanico Americana Ameri-
cane

5 Anglo Ameacano U oho
4 i.Cuellderedicacion élnica Ilene (Uinta)

su madro?
1. Mexicana
2. Chicana
3. Mexico Americana
4. Espanola, Latina Americana, His-

panic& Americana
5. Anglo Ameritana U oho

5. tCull identilicaciOn (shwa bone (Ionia)
su padre?
1. Mexican°
2. Chicano
3. Mexico Amencano
4 Espanol, Hispenica Latino Ameri-

cana. American°
5. Anglo Americano u olio

6-7. LCuai ere el origon Alnico da sus
amigos y cornpaneros hasta la edad
de sets (6) anos? ____-(use codes
1-5 below)
da 6 a 18? -(use codes 1-5 be-
low)
I Exclusivamente Moxicanos, Chi-

canos. Mexico Americanos (LA
RAZA)

2 En su mayoria Mexicanos, Chi-
canos. Mexico Ameticanos (LA
RAZA)

3 Cast igual (Moxicanos. Chicanos.
Mexico Ameticanos o RAZA) y
oltos grupos alnicos

4 En su mayoria Anglo Amencanos.
Negros u ottos giupos etrucos

5 Exclusivamenle Anglo America-
nos, Negros u ouos grupos olnicos

ICun quión sa asocia ahora en la co.
niurudad?
I. Exclusivamente Mexicanos, Chica-

nos, Mexico Amencanos (Rata)
2 En su mayoria Mexicanos. Chica

nos, Mexico Amencanos (Rata)
3 Cast igual (Mexicanos, Chicanos.

Mexico Ameacanos o Rata) y taros
grupos étnicos

4 En su mayotia Anglo Americanos.
Negros u ottos gtupos étnu.os

5 Exclusivamenle Anglo Ameticanos,
Negros u arras grepos Eilnicos

9 LCual musica proliere?
Sotamento masica en Espanol

2 Po: la mayor patio en Espanol
3 Cast Ujual en espano1 como higtes
4 Poi la mayor patio on Ingles
5 Solamente triples

10 tOue tipo de programas de television
prelieto?
1 Solanienb ptogramas en Espanol
2 Pot la mayor pane programas en

Espanol

AccULTUltAttoN St:%1.1: Fiat NIIAlCaN AM:RICANS

4. Moslly programs in English
5. Only programs in English

11 What is your movie preference?
I. Spanish.fanguage movies only
2. Spanish.language tnovios moslly
3. Equally English/Spanish
4. English.language movies mostly
S. English.language movies only

12. a. Where were you born (subjeol)
0 Mexico IJUS. U Other

(Parents)
b Where was your lather born?

0 Mexico U U.S. CJ Other
c. Whore was your mothat born?

0 Mexico U U S. 0 Other
(Grandparents)

d Where was your lather's mother
born?

Mo x lc° U S. 0 Other
a. Whore was your lather's father born?

0 Mexico I:I U S. 0 Other
I. Where was your mothaes molher

born?
0 Mexico 011 S 0 Other

g Where was your mother's father
born?

, 0 Mexico 0(15 0 Other

On the basis ol the abovo answers,
cum the generation that best ap.
plies
1. I st generation = subject born in

Mexico or other
2 2nd generation = subiecl born

in U S . either patent born in
Mexico or Whet

3 3rd generalion a subject born
in U S . both patents barn in
U S . and ail grandparents born
in Mexico or other

4 4th gonaralion a subject and
parunts born in U S and at least
ono grandparent born in Mexico
or oiher with remainder born in
ilia U S

5 5th generation = subject and
parents born in U S and all
grandparents born in U S

3. tingoulalasprograrnas on Espanol como

4 Pot la mayor parte en Ingles
S. Solamento programas en Ingles

11. LOun tip° de peticulas poliere?
1. Solamenle paliculas en Espanol
2. Por la mayor parte peliculas en Es-

3 Igual bights y Espanol
pafiol

4. Pot la mayor parte en Inglés
5. Solamente pehculas en Ingles

12. a. LEn d6ricla naci0 usled? (sujelo)
CI Mexico 0 Estados Unidos
0 Otto Pals

(Padres)
b. LEn dAnde nacio su padre?

LI Mexico 0 Eslados Unidos

c. CILEOnUcloo:13daoisnactO su madre?
Mexico 0 Eslados Unidos

0 Otto Pais
(Abuelos)

d. LEn donde naci0 la mama de su

f Melldreelco 0 Eslados Unidos
0 Otto Pals

a. LEn dOnde naci0 el papa do su
padre?
U Mexico 0 Estados Unidos
0 Otto Pais

I. LEn dOnde nacre la mama de su
madte?
0 Mexico 0 E slados Unidos
0 Otto Pais

g LEn diande nació el papa de su
madre?
0 Mexico 0 Eslados Unidos
0 Otto Pais

Solite la inlormaciOn antenot in-
clique el numeto de la gerieración
que major la cortesponde.
I Ia generacien = steam nacio

en Mexico u oho pais
2 2a generaciOn supito rine)

en los Estados Unidos. cual.
germ de sus padres nacidos en
Mexico u otto pais

3 3a genotacson suielo nacio
en los Estados Unidos. sus dos
padres nacidos en los Estados
Unidos y todos los abuelos na-
cidos en Mexico u olio pats

4 4a generacion sumo nacio
en to! estados Unidos, los dos
padres nacidos en los Eslados
Unidos y pot lo nurnos un
abuelo nacido en Mexico u otro
pais

5 5a generacion - sujeto y sus
dos padres nacidos en los Es-
lados Unidos y todos sus ablie-
los nacidos en los Estados
Unidos

4 9



ACCULTURATION SCALE FOR MEXICAN AMERICANS
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ACCULTURATION SCAI.E Fo II MEXICAN AMERICAN

Appendix A
Acculturation Rating Scale tor Mexican Americans

Name

Sex

Aso

Marital Status

Nombre

Sexo

Edad

Estado Civi

What is your religious preference? /Cuill es su religiOn preddecta?

Last grade compelod In school:

1. Elementary 0-5
2. 6-8
3 9-12
4. 1-2 years of cotiege
5. 2 yaars of college or more

/Nast& qua grad° asistie usted en la es.
Cuela?

I. Prima:la-6
2. Secundaria 7-9
3. Prepareloda 10-12
4. UnIvetaldad 1-2 Mos
5. Univetsidad 2 linos y mas

This quoslionnahe Is designed lo yield a measure of accullutation In Mexican Americans.
With normal adults. h may be sAl.administeted or ()Wan in groups. However. with certain
clinical populations. individuL. 4.41ministrallon is tequked, Oen Incorporating the use of
an Informant and additional observadonal data. In such cases, the rater Is required to
make a judgmental rating lot the subied. (For a complete set of Instructions, please refer
to the Instructional matorial that accomparies th:s scale.) ferns are presentod in English.
Spanish, or In both languagos deponding on the subjacrs prelerence. All items are scored
In relallon to one or the othor of the IoUowmg continuums:

Moxicall Bicultural Anglo
(Culture) 1 2 3 4 5

I- I I
I

I

1 2 3 4 5
(Language) Spanish Bilingual English

Whore mom than ono answer soezulaxprop..;.,e, the subloct or tater should base their
choice, as host possiblo, on what be most correct undo: normal circumstances or
undo: most conditions

Cucle tho numbor noxl to the answer that
best Ms tho question.

1 What language do you spoak?
1. Spanish only
2 Mostly Spanish. some English
3 Spanish and English about equally

(bilingual)
4 Mosdy English. some Spanish
5 English only

2 What language do you prof et ?
1 Spanish only
2 Mostly Spanish. somo English
3 Spanish and English about equally

(bilingual)
4 Mostly English, some Spanish
5 English only

3 liow do you identihi yoursoll?
I Mexican
2. Chicano

Indiqua can un cfrculo la taspuesta qua
considete mas adecuada.

t LOW klioma habla uslod?
1. Solamento Espanol
2. Mas Espanol, menos Ingtes
3. Igual en Espanol y en InglAs (bihn.

guo)
4. Mas !NW, menos Espanol
5 Solamenle Ingles

2. tEn qua Idioma prelim hablat?
1. Solamento Espanol
2 Mas Espanol, manos kips
3. Foal en Espanol qua en Ingles (bd.

ingiia)
4. Mas !Vas, menos Espanol
5 Solamente Ingliis

3 /Como se idenhfica usted?
1. Mexicano
2. Chicano
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13 Where were you raised?
I In Mexico only
2 Mostly in Mexico. some in U S
3 Equally in U S and Maxica
4 Mosily in U S . some in Mexico
5 IrrUS only

13

14 Whal contact hava you had with Max- 14
ico?
1 Raised for one year or more In Mex-

ico
2 Livod for less than 1 year in Mexico
3 Occasional visits lo Mexico
4 Occasional communications (tel-

lers, phone calls. elc.) with people
in Mexico

5 No exposuro or communicalions
with peopla In Mexico

15 Whal is your food preference?
1 Exclusively Mexican food
2 Mostly t !exican food, some Amer-

ican
3 About equally Mexican and Amer-

ican
4 Mostly American food
S. Exclusively American food

16 In whal language do you think? 16
I. Only in Spanish
2 Mostly I ft Spanish
3. Equally in English and Spanish
4 Mostly in English
5 Only In English

cEn &gide year) usted?
1. En Mexico
2 La mayor parte del hemp° en W.:,aa

y la manor path) en los Eslados
Unidos

3 La mama cantidad de tiempo en
los Eslados Unidos y en Mama

4 La mayor pasta del liempo en los
Estados Unidos y la manor parte en
Maxico

5 En Los Eslados Unidos
cOuil contact° ha lenido usled con
MAxico?
I. Criado un atio a mas en Maxico
2. Criado menos da alio en Mimic°
3 Visilas ocasionales a Maxico
4 Comunicacionas ocassonales (car-

las. liamadas tolekinicas. etc ) con
gente de Maxico

5 Ningfin conlaclo o comunicación
con gente de Mama

15 cOun hpo de comida prefiere?
1. Solamonte comida Mexicana
2 Pot la mayor parte comida Mexi-

cana. parte Americana
3 to mismo Mexicana y Americana
4 Por la mayor parte comida Arne&

cana
5 Solamenla comida Americana

17. Can you read Spanish? CI Yes 0 No 17
Can you read English? 0 YeS 0 No
Which do you read bailor? Rate tha
subject on the following continuum*
I. Reads only Spanish
2 Roads Spanish bolter than English
3 Reads both Spanish and English

equally well
4 Reads English bettor than Spanish
5 Reads only English

19 Can you write in English? 18
Yes Li No
Can you write in Spanish?
Yes No
Which do you writ() Rata the
sublect on the following continuum.
1 Writes only Spanish
2 Winos Spanish better than English
3 Writes both Spanish and English

equally well
4 Winos English better than Spanish
5 Writes only in 2nglisli

19 If you consider yourself a Moxican, 19
Chicano, Mexican American, member
of La Rata, or howevor you idontily

5 2

LEn qua ickoma prensa usled?
1 Solamenle en Espanol
2 La mayor parto en Espanol
3 Iguat en Inglas y Espanol
4 La mayor parle en Inglas
5 Solamente en Inglas

guede leer en Espanol? SI 0 No

c Puede leer en Inglés? Si n No CI
zEn cual longuale tee major? hichquo
czn un circulo el numaro que major
corresponde.
1 Leo solamente Espanol
2 Los motor Espanol que Inglas
3 Loa igual en Inglas que en Espanol
4 Lee major on Inglas que on Es-

panol
5 Lee solamento en Inglas
cPuei.Ai ascribe en inglas?n Si Li No
&midi) ascribe on Espanol?n SI CJNo
cEri cual lengoale escribo major? In
clique con un circulo et numero quo
map corresponde
1 Escribe solamente en Espanol
2 Escribo meior en Espanol
3 Esciibe igual en tnglés y Espanol
4 Escribe major en Ingles qua en Es-

panol
5 Escribo solamenue en Inglas
cSi se considora ustod como Mexi-
cana. Chicano, Mexico Arnosicano.
Mienthro de la Raza, o cualquiera quo

this group, how much pride du you
have in this group?
I Extremely proud
2 Modoraloly proud
3 Little pride
4. No pride bie -Ws aim feel negative

lowaid gioup
S. No pride and leols negative tow .,d

La Raza

20 How would you rale yourself?
I. Very Mexican
2. Mostly Mexican
3 Bicultural
4 Mostly Anglicized
5 Vary Anglicized

Total score
Average score

sea su Idanlidad con Aste grupo. qua
Ian orgulloso se sterile de ser un
miembro de este grupo?
I. Extrema orgullo
2. Orgulloso moderadamento
3. POCo de orgullo
4. Nada de orgullo. pero tampoco no

se slants negativo respecto a asle
grupo

S. Nada de orgullo y liana senlimien
los negalivos hacia nuombros de
La Raza

20 LCruti clasilicacsan se daria a usled
mismo?
1. Muy Mexicana
2. En gran paile Mexicana
3. BiCullural en gran parte
4. En gran parte Amencanizado
S. Muy Amaricanizado

TuIal score is the sum of all 20 multiple-choice items circled.
Average scoro is die total stoic divided by 20

Copyright. 1979. Cuellar and Jasso



HISPRNIC RDRPTRTIONS

SUPPLEMEN CRRY MRTERIRLS

TEEN WORKSHOP SERIES

The teen workshops in Section B are designed to provide basic

understanding and skills that are applicable cross-culturally. This
supplement offers activities that deal with ethnic related issues as
they affect self-concept, self-responsibility, communications, role
modeling, and decision-making procczsen.

Thi 'pplement is to be used side by side with the teen workshops and

acti .ies indicated in the text. It follows the outline of the
workshops and suggests how additional activities and discussion
questions can be used. It may be removed and used alongside the section
starting on page B-1. The activities can also be used independently to
address specific issues.

Five primary issues are addressed:

- Transition oetween traditional and current values and lifestyles
- Maturity - looking at cultural views and expectations
- Bicuituralism*
- Prejudice, Racism, Stereotypes
- Ethnic identity

:acilitators are encouraged to read some of tne Dfollographical references
on cultural awareness available from the DARE to be You Office,
especially if they are not already involved in the ethnic commuity.

* A culture is defined as a set of values and behasiors tnat is shared by a
group of people. Bicultural defines a person that is able to live and func-

on comfortably in two different cultures.
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WORKSHOP I DEVELOPMENT

OF SELF- CONCEPT

MEM game

See page B-9.

Add #4 - Something I like about myself that is true because I am
hispanic (chicanc). Examples: knowing my heritage gives me a sense of
being "rooted" and centered, I feel I belong and am supported by my
family.

Add discussion questions: What kinds of things do we usually say about
ourselves? What kinds f things do others say? What difference does
bein,; hispanic (chicano) make in the ability to say good things about
ourselves, others?

Point out to teens that their feelings about their ethnic identity
affelt their self-concept. It is important for them DO feel OK about
who they are and to help others feel okay. Constant negatives, even
done as joking, can erode self-concept.

IRLRC

See page B-10.

Use "A Day in the Life of an Hispanic Teen." Start out with (use

a familiar name here) going from hassles with siblings and parents in
the morning to problems encountered at school. Get participants to add
things that normally happen in a day that "tear up" the IALAC sign. At
the very end, when the sign is small, add some positives to "build up"
the sign.

tr;5
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1. behavior knowledge

See page 3-12.

Teens may think of traditional cultural skills they would like to learn
to improve their self-concept through behaviors. What can a teen share
with younger friends and family to increase their self-concept?

Also a section of activities on dropping out_ of school can be added.
The skills and training available in high school are important ways to
increase self-concept by expanding the behavior-knowledge part of the
circle. Use the following activity or refer to the dropout program
(pages C-301 to C-314), a special workshop to prevent school dropouts
developed largely by hispanic youth.

why not drop out?

Have participants brainstorm a List of reasons why hispanic
students drop out.

Have participants list ways they could counteract the problems for
themselves, for others.

See page C-301 for additional ideas.

2. positive reflections

See page B-13.

To add depth in the area of ethnic identity have the participants "Keep
score" of ethnic related input they receive for a period of time (a day
or two) - a positive and negative column. Have them bring it to the
next section and discuss how that input affects their self-concept.

Also have them keep a score card of the positive and negative input they
give some other person. Are they giving more positives or negatives?
Why?

This can be a difficult exercise in some environments. If you feel the
participants may receive substantial negatives be sure to use the
STEREOTYPES activity (page C-42) before they start the activity or as
part of the processing when they return.

.



Discussion: Where did the positives come from? The negatives? Do you
think negative comments were based on reality or stereotypes, biases, or
a habit of being negative? What are ways of dealing with the negative
comments? See pages B-16 and C-42, recognizing the negative. The

section on self-responsibility also covers ways to deal with negative
input.

prideline

See page C-8.

Add to the discussion questions: What things make you proud that

come from being hispanic? What are some advantages you have
because of your culture? What traditional or cultural things give
you pride?

Brainstorm a list.

awards pads

See page B-14.

Add: Give an award to someone for something ethnically related.

positive memories

See page B-15.

Add cultural depth by thinking of at least one thing that
happened because of ethnic identity. (Some memories will be

negative. They can be discussed ia a later activity.)
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3. recognizing the negative

See pag_ 8-16.

Use STEREOTYPES activity (page C-42) with teens. This activity deals
with some of the dynamics of prejudice. Add discussion questions:

What effects do prejudice/stereotypes have on self-concept/behavior? On
the judging side? How true are most stereOtypes? Why? One culture
often views an attribute as good, another views it as bad, how can this
be harnful? Helpful? Where do stereotypes originate?

This section can be an appropriate time to deal with the negatives that
the participrnts receive because of their ethnic identity. Discuss;
Where do the -ative comments/actions come from? From what kind of
people do th.$ come? Are the negatives based on reality or do they come
from stereotypes? How can we counteract the feelings they cause or
their impact on us? What kinds of over- or counter- reactions can be
caused? Have each person identify one of their defense mechanisms.

Ask: Do you feel you have to hide your feelings from family? Friends?
Why can hiding negative feelings make them more difficult? How can you
help others deal with negative feelings?

q, validating differences

See page B-17.

These activttes will allow young people to assess personal strengths and
tie those strengths to potential careers. They may do this activity
with a partner to compare similarities and differences to validate
everyone uniqueness. This needs to be done in a positive way.

careers

Have each participant think of 5-10 career possibilities f)r
themselves (this may be difficult). Have them write these out on
a piece of paper and set aside for a later activity.



strengths

Have participants go through the "characteristics worksheets,"'page

D-80 individually for themselves. Then (optional) share lists with

a partner. Emphasize finding positives in each others lists.

Looking at their strengths, have participants go back to career
lists and try to think of several more careers they could have that
would use the strengths.

Have the entire group bmtnstorm a master career list and. use the
job lists or make job cards (see Adult Supplement, pages E-8/9).

Ask: How many thought of new possibilities for themselves? How

can you notice and value differences in others?

S. creating a secure environment

See page B-19.

Have participants identify places they feel they belong. Have them

think of ways they can help provide a sense of belonging and security
for others.

memories of junior high years

See page B-18.

Find positive and negative memories that relate to ethnic identity.
How do they fi'v into steps 1-5 in .the development of self-esteem?

6. role modeling self esteem

See page B-20..

Add cultural depth by discussing how modeling self-esteem helps others
with the same ethnic identity. What is the effect of not being

self-esteeming? Have participaitS identify self-esteeming hispanic role

models. Use the HEROES/HEROINES activity (page C-58) to help youth
identify their role models.

Z11 9
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WORKSHOP II COMMUNICATIONS

non-listening activity

See page B-27.

Use BACK TO BACK activity (page C-43) in addition to or instead of
HON-LISTENERS.

Add discussion questions: What kinds of barriers to communication can
occur because of cultural differences (ways of describing things, frames
of reference, beliefs)? How does that lead to prejudice?

double messages

See page B-33.

Add discussion questions: Is this method common in your culture? Is it

traditional or new? How does it affect others perceptions of you? Why?

How does it affect your interactions with others?

Identify one or two cases where you would send a double message. Can
you think of a situation where you might communicate better without
sending a double message?

Lead into "I MESSAGES" as possible solutions.

1 messages

See page B-34.

Add example of an "I Message" situation:

5. An acquaintance criticizes/insults your group (or family or

!II culture).

Example of good solutions/responses:

460
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- I'm really sad that you let something so shallow get in the way of
making friends.

Also see Adult Section, pages E-15/18, and Assertive Behavior, page
B-40.

Add discussion: How dnes hispanic culture affect assertiveness?
How would it change bet4een yourself and a friend, a parent, a
grandparent, teachers, employers? (Remember: Assertiveness
emphasizes being equally sensitive to personal needs as well as the
needs of others.) What can be done to reduce the barriers to
communicating assertively?

resisting peer pressure

See page 3-43.

You may want to add a discussion of the Impact a cultural identity has
on the ability to resist peer pressure for potentially harmful
behaviors.

Examples:

Pros: Traditional ideals of male/female roles may prevent some negative
behaviors.

Family identity lay offer a strong support system.

Positive role models may discourage problem behaviors.

Cons: The need to be perceived like a dominant culture can make
children more susceptible.

The need to be strongly accepted by a group because of prejudices
encountered in other social interactions can also make children
at risk

Negative role models may encourage problem behaviors.

Role models and society's expectations communicate to children how they
need to behave. Normal young people want to grow up quickly and so they
pattern their behavior after adult or older teens patterns.

Two activities to let tr Is look at their role models and perceptions
are GROWNUPS, page C-37 1/4also see Adult Section, page E-17) and
PICTURE A HERO/HEROINE, page C-38.

1:61
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WORKSHOP III SELF-RESPONSIBIL1TY

time line of responsibility

See page B-53.

You may want to add:

- Quit school to help support family
- Quit school and go to work
- Attend public instead of religious or private school
- Make a personal choice on church attendance
- Bt: out of the house without parents knowing where
- Follow directions of friends instead of family

See where they would place the cards as themselves then pretending that
they are parents c.ad are talking about their future (or present!)
children.

responsibility - internal control

See page 3-57.

Have participants identify 2-3 actions they have taken that were
externally controlled and 2-3 actions that were internally controlled.

Discuss adult role models and find examples of internal and external
control.

Discuss how culture and ethnic role models all affect development of
internal control (tradition, religion, current social pressures).

Group leader should think of personal examples to share ahead of time.

Have them find one area in which they are externally controlled and
how they might take control.
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recognizing feelings

See page B-59.

Add cultural depth by asking to identify 2-3 feelings they have because
of ethnic identify. (Can be a followup on the FLASHBACK portion of the
Self-Esteem Workshop.)

Some of the feelings may be negative and processing this should be
deferred until after the VILLAINS AND VICTIMS activity.

taking responsibility

See page B-61.

You may want to give some examples:

"I have
"I have
"I have

to take care of my aunt's children."
to quit school and get a job."
to go along with my friends or they won't

Role models for external control:

Have participants identify several external
How do the participants classify themselves

In sections 1-5, pages B-62/63 you may want
pointing out cultural patterns that enhance
points.

villains and victims

accept me."

and internal role models.
most of the time?

to add ethnic relevance by
or undercut each of these

See page B-64.

(You may add a time when yo experienced prejudice.)

"The waitress really made me mad, you could tell she was prejudiced."
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the rescuing game

See page B-67.

Discussion should include finding cultural patterns for rescuing, being

a victim or a persecutor. Are these beneficial or not? Why?

Example: Over protecting a young girl from social realities is

rescuing. She is forced into a victim or powerless role.

reacting to prejudice

To process responses to perceived stereotyping or prejudices have the

participants link these feelings to internal and external control. As

an example work through this exercise:

Have the participants individually think of (or brainstorm a list as a

group) examples where they felt prejudged or stereotyped. Select the

example below or an example from an earlier activity. Have the

participants identify how they responded in that situation -- acted and

felt. Have them identify whether those responses were reactions
(actions they did not consciously take but.were patterns they had

learned from others). Have them decide what possible other actions they

could take. Have them choose which actions they would feel best about.

Discuss how some actions or reactions to stereotypes can reconfirm the

stereotype.

Example: A young girl is labelled as being "stuck up," (perhaps she is

just shy). Others make fun of her and call her "Ituok up."
She withdraws even more, externally acting aloof when she is

just frightened or shy.
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WORKSHOP IV DECISION -MAKING

needs

See pagt. s-72.

To add cultural relevance to this activity have the teens identify
several specific needs they have. Select one or two of the needs and
identify potentially harmful behaviors that might result. Come up with
a list of healthy behaviors that could also fill those needs.

Example: The need to belong or feel loved, get special attention from
loved ones.

Potentially harmful behaviors - become pregnant to have baby
to love, use drugs to belong to a group.

Healthy behavior - become involved in a rewarding activity,
e.g., dance group.

the rnost important thing

See page B-75.

Discuss how tradition and ethnicity affect these priorities.

Point out how making a personal priority list helps with daily choices
and especially helps with difficult decisions.

Example: If teeagers put their family as a -op pricwity they may think
twice before getting involved with drugs. If they put their
future as a priority it might prevent them from dropping out
of school.

!-;



alternatives

Sce page 6-76.

Ask: Do you think being hispanic makes some alternatives unacceptable
(or acceptable) that might not be true for non-hispanic friends? Why?
Do you feel okay about maintaining your identity in choosing
alternatives?

deciding on important outcomes
See page 6-80.

You may wish to add to tne list of needs tne spiritual neer' to follow
God's wishes.

Optional diseussien questions to add cultural depth: How does your
ethnic background affect your priority list? What do you consider or
feel you need to consider because you are hispanic? (Examples, families
expectations, need to break a stereotype.)

Pages C-57 to C-64 have activities that can be added to nelp teens look
at values in helping to set personal priorities.

finding creative alternatives
See page 6-82.

Use ALTERNATIVES activity, page C-70, and Resource _ist, page D-81.

Have participants make a list of resources they are comfortable using.

Questions:

What resources are available that you aren't comfortable using? Why?
How can modesty/need for privacy/fear of being negatively judged
interfere with making good decisions? How does your culture affect your
use of thE5e resources?

Fina one "new" resource you would be willing to use.

How can cultural influences assic or inhibit good decisions? Help good
decisions?
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putting the pieces Lgether

See page B-84.

Additional discussion questions:

What cultural patterns are helpful in making decisions? Which ones are
potentially harmful? How can looking at one's own decision-making
processes help others make better decisions?
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Cooperative Extension
Colorado State University

Fort Collins, Colorado 80523

DARE to be You Request Form

BOOKS/GUIDES:

DARE to be You Training Manual - $40.00

DARE to be You Guidance Curricula - $10.00

Self-Esteem Booklet - 53.50

Yaking Decisions - A Gu'de - 56.00
(with gameooard ana activity masters)

Communication Skills - A Guide - 55.00

DARE Process for Health Care Providers - 55.00

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS:

Making Decisions - Activity Pac - 510.00
(25 eacn of 10 activities)

DARE to be You Award Pads - 5.50 each

Warm Fuzz'es - 5.40 eac:i

Choices Workboards - 5.;0 each

DAPE 14" x 18" Posters - 5.75 each

TOTAL ORDER: (10'; discount *or orders of 15 or more
of tne same icem)

.......**.t**V***. ***** Inirfrete*Tlelrent

Quantity Total Price

wORKS-CPS/TRAINING: A complete list of training programs is available from the address telow.

Introductory Worksnop (including introductory materials) - 5250.00 travel 'expenses

DARE to be You 15 hour training for up to 35 trainers - 5750.00 training fee, travel
expenses, and materials. A minimum of three manuals is required per training site.
Academic credit is available from CSU for an additional fee.

Please return this orde- form to or contact for further information:

Jan Miller-Hey7, Oirector, DARE to be You P-ogram

236 Aylesworth Hall, 414 or 215 North Linden
Colorado State University Aspen 8uilding, Suite A
Fort Collins, CO 805?3 Cortez, CO 81321
(303) 491-6692 (303) 565-3606

NAME:

AGENCY:

ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

(street) (state) (zip)

E-201 e
Colorado State University. US Department )f Agriculture and Coiorauo counties cooperating.

Cooperative Extension programs arc available to all without discrimination.



Films/Filmstrips/Slides/Educational Material Available

The following materials are available to borrow through the DARE to be
You Office, 116C Vet Science, Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
CO 80523, 303-491-6692. Only the cost of shipping will be charged.
Please reserve six weeks in advance to insure availability.

- DEALING WITH DECISIONS - 3 parts (sound/slide set)

Part 1 - Self-Awareness
Part 2 - Information and Llternatives
Part 3 - Risks and Preseures

This program is designed to acquaint students with valuable
decision-making skills and Clmonstrate how they can acquire and
maintain them. While there is no clear cut access to the *right
decision," a foundation of self-awareness, self-integrity, and
confidence helps to insure that our decisions are accurately based on
our own needs and values.

- Th.' GENTLE kRT OF SAYING NO - 3 parts (sound/slide set)

Part 1 - A Person Has a Right
Part 2 - Making It Work
Part 3 - Handling the Hard Ones

Part 1 establishes the necessity for assertiveness training, the
nationale for its practice, and its goal of increased self-respect.

The situations in Part 2 are especially for teenagers: assertiveness

with a member of the opposite sex, with a peer group, and with an
adult authoeity. This part spotlights specific techniques for
achieving assertiveness.

Part 3 elaborates on techniques for azsertiveness: firmness; clear,

nonapologetic statements; oentrol of nonverbal behavior; knowing whose
problem is whose; rejeetion of guilt; taking the offensive; accepting
compromiee.

- THE CLIQUE - by Self-Incorporated (16mm film)

Cliques are an impertant part of the life of most young teenagers.
Sometimes young people are part of a group. Other times, they are
excluded. Often they feel that to be *in* is good and to be *out* is
bad. It is true that being part of a group provides security. It is
aleo true that being cut of a group may give more c%-portunities for
freedom and individuality. On the other hand, there are drawbacks to
being both in a group and being independent.

This program and the learning activities that accompany it help
students become aware of the need for group membership as well as the
need for individuality,

E -203
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- WHAT'S WRONG WITH JONATHAN? - By Self-Incorporated (16mm film)

Jonathan has been specially honored for his achievements in Boy
Scouts, and his parents are very proud of him. But the happy family
mood is shattered when they arrive home. In response to his mother's
mild suggestion that he go to his room, Jonathan yells, "Get off my
back, Mom, just get off my back!" and runs upstairs to his room.

What's wrong with Jonathan? Nothing, really, except that Jonathan has
had "one of those days*--an overabundance of the daily pressures that
confront every teenager. Among other things, Jonathan had gotten up
late, faced a grumpy school bus driver, and had been late for class
when his locker combination wouldn't work.

After school, Jonathan's day hadn't been much better. His chores
prevented him from going fishing with his buddies, and it hri been
embarrassing to have to stand up in front of all the people at the
Scout meeting. Jonathan had just had a difficult day.

- TURNING OFF: DRUGS AND PEER PRESSURE - by Sunburst Communleations - 2
parts (filmstrips/cassettes)

Part 1 - Everybody's Doing It

Part 2 - Staading Up for Yourself

There appears to be little doubt that peer pressure is the major
factor in teenage drug use. However, research also indicates that
this very pressure can push teenagers to positive discoveries: This
is not me, I am not like, these are not my values. Some tools for
looking closely at group pressure for drug use and turning away from
it to honor personal values are suggested in these filmstrips.

- BECOMING AN ADULT: PSYCHOLOGICAL TASKS OF ADOLESCENCE - by Sunburst
Communications - 3 parts (filmstrips/cassettes)

Part 1 - Attaining Sexual Maturity
Part 2 - Developing Independence
Part 3 - Establishing a Personal Identity

This filmstrip series examines three objectives whicb must be met in
order for the child to arrive at a fulfilled, independent, and
self-confieent adult state. The first of these, ATTAINING SEXUAL
MATURITY, is the most obvious because it involves observable physical
changes. The other two, DEVELOPING INDEPENDENCE and ESTABLISHING A
PERSONAL IDENTITY, are more subtle. Thsre are fewer external
induations that they are taking plaoe. Nevertheless, they are
equally important. Our society has reached a level too complex to'
have its sole criterion for adulthood be the ability to reproduce.

Identifying and discussing these objectives will not be just an aid,
but a reassuring comfovt to young people passing through the difficult
period of transition that is adolescence.
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- DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKILLS: LEARNING CONVERSATIONAL TECHNIQUES - 4

411
parts (filmstrips/cassettes)

Part 1 - Testing Your Social Skills
Part 2 - Basic Social Skillm
Part 3 - Conversational Skills
Part 4 - Advanced Social Skills

The developeent of rocial skills is intinately connected to the growth
of self-esteem. Any individrals who are low in self-esteem are also
deficient in social skills. Such individuals, if given the proper
training, guidance and support, will often find that their self-esteem
inoreases in direct proportion to their skills in social relations.
DEVELOPING SOCIAL SKILLS: LEARNING CONVERATIONAL TECHNIQUES explores
the dynamics of interpersonal communication and provides a
step-by-step blueprint for anyone wishing to improve skills in this
all-important area. Equally suitable for both group and
individualized viewing, this program will prove effective for high
school students as well as adults, counselors, teachers, and health
professionals.

- THE WHOLEMIND WORKS - by Sue Miller (card file of activities and

information) Creative ideas for doing it all.

AV MATERIALS ORDER FORM:

NAME: TELEPHONE:

AGENCY:

ADDRESS:

(street) (city) (state) (zip)

DATES NEEDED: from to

Dealing with Decisions
The Gentle Art
The Clique
Turning Off

Becoming an Adult
Developing Social Skills
The Wholemind Works

Contact: Judy Collins or Jan Miller-Heyl
236 Aylesworth Hall NW
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Co. 80523
Telephone: (303) 226-4601

7: 72
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Press Reieases

Please add pertinent information of local interest to this basic format.

PARERMADALINLBLZILI,:

The (sponsert 3 W) will be sponsoring a series of 5
Vtijoiltsti:pT for)p,ar(ents)anc(lottlet).youth group leaders.

These workshops will address factors that make young
to pmblem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug tuf_.
pregnancy, etc.). Strategies will be shared to help
group leaders reduce this susceptibility.

DARE to be You
The first workshop

people susceptible
unwanted teenage
parents and youth

The first workshop will provide an overview of the DARE to be You
Program and discuss the development of self-esteem and strategies to
enhance this development in young people. (You may also list key
leaders.)

RARENT-ADU41 WORKSHOP_I;:

The (mstra_name will be sponsoring the second in a series of DARE
to be You Workshops for parents and youth group leiders. This program
will be held (data), (tin), (=Sa).

These workshops will address factors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted teenage
pregnancy, etc.). Strategies will be shared to help parents and youth
group leaders reduce this susceptibility.

The second workahop will deal with communication skills and specific
skills to avoid peer pressure. (You may also list key group leaders.)

YARENI-AQULT WORKSHOP III,:

Tbe (apsin3or,s_nana) will be sponsoring the third in a setles of DARE to
be You Workshops for parents and youth group leaders. This program will

be.held UAW, (WW1 (Place).

These workshops will address factors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviore (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted 'weenage
pregnancy, eto.). Strategies will be shared to help parents and youth
group leaders reduce this susceptibility.

The third workshop will discuss the development of self-responsibility.

Z4KEZAM4LE911/1111Lill:

The (Peonaor's.aaMq) will be sponsoring the fourth in a series of DARE
to be You Workshops for parents and youth group leaders. This program
will be held (9101A), WAIL

These workshops will address faotors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, qrmanted teenage
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pregnancy, etc.). Strategies will be shared to help parents and youth
group leaders reduce this susceptibility.

The fourth workshop will discuss decision-making skills.

PARENT-AD4T WORKSHOP V:

The (sooneor's name) will be sponsoring the fifth in a series of DARE to
be You Workshops for parents and youth group leaders. This program will
be held (11110, (tiM): (anft).

Theae workshops will address factors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted teenage
pregnancy, etc.). Strategiea will be ahared to help parents and youth
group leaders reduce this susceptibility.

The fifth workshop will discuss group leader skills.,

IFFY-TRAINER WORKSHQP_L:

The (enonoor's name) will be sponsoring a series of DARE to be You
Workshops for teen trainers, counaelors or other teens interested in
working with youth. The first workshop will be held (date), (time),
aile.e.)

These workshops will address factors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted teenage
pregnancy, etc.). Strategies will be shared to help teen trainers or
counselors reduce this susceptibility in younger children.

The first wnrkshop will provide an overview of the DARE to he You
Program and discuss the development of self-esteem and strategies to
enhance this development in young people. (You may also list key
leaders.)

TED -TBABER WORKSHOP

The (sooneorls name) will be sponsoring the second in series of DARE
to be You Workshops for teen trainers, counselors or other teens
interested in working with youth. This program will be held (dela),
(tlma), (elaee).

These workshops will address faotore that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted teenage
pregnancy, etc.). Strategies will be shared to help teen trainers or
counselors reduoe Ws susceptibility in younger childran.

The second workshop will deal with communication e!eilla and specific
skills to avoid peer pressure. (You may also list key group leaders.)

nskaRAINER J1941(4110

The (ASAMMXIAJTAZA) will be sponsoring the third in a series of DARE to
be 7ou Workshopa for teen trainers, counselors or other teens interested
in workintwith youth. This program will be held (date), (.time),
(a MA).

ir
j
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These workshops will address factors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted teenage
pregnancy, etc.). Stratepies will be shared to help teen trainers or
counselors reduce this susceptibility in younger children.

The third workshop will discuss the development of selr-responsibility.

TEEN-TRAINER WORKSHOP ;Y:

The (snonsgr's name) will be sponsoring the fourth in a series of DARE

to be You Workshops for teen tre.ners, counselors or other teens
interested in working with youth. This program will be held UAW,
Waft), (ama).

These workshops will address factors that make young people susceptible
to problem behaviors (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, unwanted teenage
pregnancy, etc.). Strategies will be shored to help teen trainers
or counselors reduce this susceptibility in younger children.

The fourth workshop will discuss decision-making skills.
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Invitation

A _PROGRAM FOR YOUNG PEQPLE

DARE to be You provides a tool for communities interested in reducing
problem behaviors in their youth (e.g., alcohol and drug misuse, early
tobacco Use, teenage pregnancy, etc.). Participants are provided with
formate, materials, and basic training to then use the DARE Program with
youth and parent organizations.

DARE foetuses on social factors that have been proven to positively
affect problem behaviors:

- skills to resist or avoid peer pressure
- decision-making
- communication skills (e.g., listening and assertiveness)
- increased self-esteem and self-responsibility
- family support systems and role model awareness

To be effective, such skill development must begin before the ages of 13
and 14 when the greatest pressure for problem behavior occurs. Thus,
the ideal target group is 8-12 year old youth. However, the activities
and strategies can and should be used with all ages.

EillimigmBAK_Huga

For the first two years the program was carried out in Weld County,
Colorado, the "d aonstration site." The success of the program was
clearly documented. Evaluation showed increases in self-responsibility,
assertiveness, and decision-making skills in youth in the "experimental
group" both over time and in comparison to the group which had no
program, the "control group.*

Baseline and followup surveys showed that the DARE Program also had an
impact on al.xhol and tobacco use. In comparing the experimental and
control groups before and after the 18 month project, 15% fewer young
people in the experimental group began to use alcohol.

.THE PHASES OF DARE

Series of workshops are designed to reach parents, group leaders, and
teens that have a high impact on 8-12 rear olds. By attending the
workshops, these "significant others" increase their decision-making and
communication skills, as well as their understanding of the development
of self-esteem and self-responsibility. Activity manuals and experience
wiwh a variety of activities are provided through workshops for leaders.

Participants of the workshops can then provide activities to 8-12 year
old youth (or older) in their youth group setting. By using activities
with the youth groups, decision-making and communication skills and the
development of self-esteem and self-responsibility are reinforced.
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Community members who have shown an interest ,n youth and have expertise
to carry out some aspect of the program are being invited to participate
in the team teaining. An ideal community team will include
representatives from diverse community groups and agencies, health care
providers, church and school groups, 4-H and scouting groups.



Resources for Current Statistics and

Research, RV Materials, Rosters,

Pamphlets

National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information

Room 10-A-56
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, MD 20857

Write for listing of pertinent documents. Many are free.

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Services
Office of Smoking and Health
Rockville, MD 20857

Write for listing oi publications. Many aro free.

Colorado State Health Department
4210 East 11th Avenue
Denver, CO 80220

- Film Library
Small fee.
Order their film catalog through the Health Promotion and

Education Section.

- Resources Directory
Free.
Order from the Health Promotion and Education Section.

- Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
for films, posters, fliers.

Modern Talking Picture Service
5000 Park Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33709

Provides free loan films for consumer groups, service clubs, church
groups, and professional groups.

Public Affairs Pamphlets
381 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10016

Order list of pamphlets available.
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